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Established January, 1846.
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING OF
STOCKHOLDERS
Rockland. Me , April 24. 1931.
The Stockholders of the North Na
tional Bank, of Rockland, Me., are here
by notified that a special meeting ol
Stockholders will be held at the banking
rooms on Friday. May 29. 1931, at three
o'clock, p. m., (or the following purposes:
To consider a certain contract, where
by the Directors of said Bank have
transferred all the assets and liabilities,
books and goodwill, to the Rockland Na
tional Bank of said Rockland; to vote
upon the ratification of said contract:
and to take such other and further votes
as may be necessary or convenient to
cause the terms of said contract to be
fully carried out.
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
By A. S. BAKER, President.
49-Th-58

Entered as Second Class Mall Matter
By The Courier-Gazette, 465 Main St.
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PARK THEATRE

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
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The more you say. the less peo••• pie remember. The fewer the
••• words, the greater the profit.—
•— Fenelon.

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, April 30, 1931

•••
—
—
•••

Revealing the fantastic plan of a
warring nation to destroy its enemy
in one smashing blow, “The W
Plan," an unusual war film, comes
to the Park Friday-Saturday.
Although "The W Plan” deals
with the war period, it is said to
have a minimum of trite war scenes
in it The action takes place behind
the German lines, and in the sub
terranean galleries which were part
of a reputed plan to dig across "no
man’s land” and break the back of
the Allied forces. How this plan was
developed and eventually blasted by
the Ingenuity of a single man forms
a story which has been termed by
critics to be “brilliant and excellently
exciting."—adv.
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WAS MRS. WELLMAN FOUL PLAY VICTIM ?

Being a Further Recounting Of a Famous Vacation Trip
Told By Miss Pride and Students

Rockport Farmhand Who Disappeared At Same

'Second Installment)

Time Believed To Be Alden Boulieu, Mur

T

Wednesday—Israel Snow
to the art galleries in which were j
I The itinerary states that we have hung many beautiful paintings by fa
Mi
a free morning or time spent at mous artists. The W. C. Clark col
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• $£
•••
lection is very well known and we
leisure of party. Of course there are spent much time in these halls.
many interesting things to do but all , There is a particularly fine collection
will not choose the same thing. It of the paintings of Corot perhaps the
NOW OPEN
so happens that the writer of todav's most outstanding exhibit of this fa
RUMMAGE SALE
MOOSEHEAD COFFEE
activities Is to visit Corcoran Art mous collector. Mr. Clark collected
The strange disappearance of I the Augusta asylum about l*)2^Auspices St. Peter's Episcopal
Gallery and I'm sure it will prove pictures of which he was fond and
HOUSE
AND
CABINS
Mrs. Fred Wellman, who has not | Cure apparently having becn effectChurch Ladies
most
interesting;
for
the
Corcoran
which pleased him regardless of the
Moosehead Lake Highlands
been seen sifice she left her home1 ed he was returned to thc prison
Store next to Woolworth's
Art collection is one of the most fa name of the person who did the
GREENVILLE, ME.
STRAND THEATRE
on the Beech Hill road in Rock-1 Nov. 27, 1929, only to be recommitmous
of
art
collections.
Our
writer
work
Edith M. Barney, Prop.
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Saturday, May 2
An elaborate night club where is Israel Snow.—Miss Olive Pride],
port last Thursday forenoon is now I ted to the insane hospital Feb. 27,
We reached another room in which
9.30 A. M.
smartly dressed women and men
This was our free morning. Difattributed to foul play, this decision, 1930.
make merry, will be seen in "Hell j ferent members of the class formed were wonderful Gothic tapestries of
having been reached yesterday by j
He escaped during the fall of
Bound.” showing Friday and Satur small groups and visited the museums the XV century. Finally we reached
the
Louis
XVI
salon
which
was
one
day at the Strand. .
three officials who have becn con-, that year, and about that time a
and art galleries, while others went of the most beautiful sights in the
In the midst of the merry-making, shopping. We decided to visit the
ducting an unceasing investigation , stranger appeared at !• red Priest s
a slip of a girl renders a song that house in which Lincoln died. It is whole gallery. All the panelled walls
since they were notified.
The I farm in Rockport and sought cmbrings tears to her listeners. Lola situated on 10th street, a few blocks were adorned with beautiful mural
paintings and the furniture was of
Lane
portraying
the
heroine
of
this
search
now
will
be
made
for
the' ployment. Being in the midst of
from the hotel. It is a small red
CUSTOM TAILORS
Town Hall
gripping story of gangland sings a brick bdilding hiding snugly between the graceful and elaborate Louis XVI
bodv and with small expectation of j harvest season Priest took him on,
period.
song that was especially written for the large offlce buildings of Washing
CLEANING, PRESSING,
After lunch we prepared ourselves
finding the woman alive.
i and is said to have found him a good
OWL’S HEAD
Flank F. Harding, Sheriff
her charming, plaintive voice. It is ton. The room ln which Lincoln
1 REPAIRING
for the afternoon trip to Mount Ver
workman.
Ihis
theory
is
based
on
the
dis-|
entitled,
“
Is
It
Love"
—
a
haunting
died is not very large, and the origiSTRICTLY HAND PRESSING
We arrived at the wharf only
Something, however, made thc
melody. Leo Carrillo has the lead nal floor, though badly worn, is still ■ non
appearance of a farmhand, who is
j0 fincj that the steamer did not leave
ing role as the sympathetic gang- there. In another room are relics of
employer
syspicious
of the laborer s
THE
FOSSIL
CLUB
believed
to
have
been
identified
as
. .
_ .
W. SULLIVAN, Prop.
for I1;,, hours. We used the time to
leader.—adv.
Alden Boulieu, a life convict, who clothing, and this suit was identiI the Lincoln family; chairs, beds all excellent advantage for we went
Silver King Orchestra
Tel. 795-W
I kinds of furniture that the family abonrri Bvrd's ship “The City of New
fied during the present investiga260 (4 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Admission 50c and 25c
used. There is contained ln a glass York.” which was moored to a near- Entertains Youthful Guests
tion,
by Mr. Shepard, as one which
FRIDAY
52*lt
52’53
! case the Bible which Mrs. Lincoln bv dock. We raw Bvrd's cabin and
and Some Who Have Trav
had been stolen from a farmhouse
used when she read to her son.
IS A LUCKY DAY
headquarters, the radio cabin and
After leaving the place of Lincoln's the chart ron-o
i in Windsor.
eled Long Road
On Sale
death we started to walk toward the
Atkinson (thc name which he
We went into the hold where a mu
Corcoran Gallery of Art. Crossing seum has bcen made containing relics
I had given at the Priest farm)
FRIDAY, MAY 1
I Written by Dion E. Woolley for
Two 25c TURKISH TOWELS .50 i the park one could see the cherry of Byrd's trip to Little America. the New York Evening Post).
claimed to be 37 years old, is about
trees, green grass and bright tulips. There we saw seals, penguins, and
One Bar Maxine Elliot TOILET
Those two unusually precocious boy
5 feet 8 inches tall and weighs
SOAP .........................................10 Now as we looked through the beau- other animals of the cold land. We publishers, the Marsh brothers,
about 150 pounds. At the time of
i tiful green foliage of the trees we also saw the sheds, tents, cooking William J. Jr., aged twel”e, and
.60 could see the shining White House utensils, and clothing which the men Charles 'Bub), ten, of New Milford,
his disappearance he is believed to
with its well kept lawn, its graceful
on their journey.
Conn., enjoyed a day and evening in
have bcen wearing a blue serge suit,
The Combination for 39c fountain and its cool-looking awn used
We reached our wharf just in time New York Saturday as guests of the
white shirt, a cap and pair of tan
In accordance with the proclamation is
ings.
to board our steamer and start for Fossils. They were accompanied by W:;
E. B. HASTINGS & COshoes. He is dark and has a head
Entering the gallery we mounted the beautiful trip to Mt. Vernon bv Fossil John Adams Thayer, of Westsued by the Mayor of the City of Rockland
the beautiful marble stairs, which led wav of the Potomac River. Anchored port, Conn.
of bushy hair, almost curly, and
near the wharf was the majestic and
relative to the adoption of daylight saving
In the evening the boys attended
partly streaked with gray.
F++4-++**+*>F4"F4"F’F*F«+*-F++«+«++4-+++'F++*+*4-+++++++**'F++ beautiful yacht Lyndonia, owned by the Twenty-eighth annual reunion
Atkinson (or Boulieu) claimed
time, the following banks of Rockland will
♦ Cyrus H. K. Curtis.
and dinner of The Fossils, that unique
to have a relative in this section, and
It
began
to
rain
and
manv
content

organization composed of men
open at 8 a. m. and close at 2 p. m. o clock,
a checkup by thc authorities re
ed themselves bv dancing in the who in their boyhood edited and
saloon.
It
was
still
raining
when
we
Except Saturdays, when they will close at
vealed that Boulieu actually has a
published
amateur
papers.
The
event
SOUTH HOPE
reached Washington's estate, but rain was at the Club of the National
sister not many miles from where he
1 1 o’clock a. m. Eastern Standard Time,
could not stop Rockland High School Vaudeville Association, 229 West
had sought employment. Her name
OPENS FOR THE SEASON
students from visiting one of the Forty-sixth Street. The boys were
beginning Monday, April 27, 1931, to Sep
is withheld by the officers. Boulieu
most famous places in all the country. enthusiastically greeted by seventy
SUNDAY, MAY 3
The first thing we saw was Washing or more members, whose ages average
is evidently a French Canadian.
tember 26, 1931.
ton's Tomb, which was very beautiful more than seventy. The contrast be
The three officers who have
and impressive. Next we visited the tween the youthful, bubbling, hope
I♦
worked
so industriously on the case,
main house, which contains the origi ful faces of the happy expectant
Security Trust Company
i*
Ensign Otis, County Attorney
I and with apparently such important
Steak Dinners. Hot Barbecue Roast Chicken
nal furniture of Washington's time. journalistic adventurers, and those I
Rockland Savings Bank
results, called County Attorney En
We saw the bedroom in which Lafay of the boy editors and printers of;
!+
Sandwiches, Salads, Light Lunches
•F
ette slept during his visit to Mount more than fifty years ago was in- J escape,l from the Augusta insane sign Otis into the case yesterday aft
52-53
Rockland and North National Banks
■F
. , ,
, ,,
❖❖❖❖♦❖❖❖❖❖♦❖•F4"F4-F4"F4"F4"F++4"F-F+++*+++++4"F-F4"F«F+-F+-F4"F'F4 Vernon, also the room in which j triguing and soon inspired the seniors ,
ernoon, and laid their cards on thc
to a state of complete rejuvenation I h,,sP,tal la:>t falL The farmhand
Washington died.
table, as the saying is.
who
went
by
the
name
of
William
After seeing the coach-house which
Early in the proceedings, with |
They found prompt and hearty
50-52
contained a coach of Washington's; President Evan Reed Riale presiding Atkinson, entered the employ of
the servants' quarters; the spinning the boy guests were introduced and Fred Priest, in Rqckport, shortly co-operation on his part, and he is
•
I
■F
♦ house in which all cloth was made;
William
entertainingly described
today going carefully over thc
♦
find the beautiful gardens which | their experience ln writing and print- after Boulieu’s escape, and his disRORaBBwra?
❖ Martha Washington planted herself. ’ ine’thiV”n«Tl3TOk"*"Our "presVdent appearance was coincident w ith that ground with Deputy Sheriff Lud
wick.
we went back to the boat and started Herbert Hoover.”
of Mrs. Wellman.
back for Washington, wet but glad
It is quite probable that rewards
In striking contrast to these youths, i
Mrs. Wellman, who has a huswe had seen historical Mount Vernon. from this standpoint of years, there hand and three dau,,hters is 37 vears will be offered for thc recovery of
At dinner in the evening we had a were two members of The Fossils: , , , , . _
.... • i. on Mrs. Wellman's body, (if, indeed
Because of the general adoption of Daylight
^ect ta
an< ,
s “ “
birthdav party for Mrs. Hart and present who have pursued the voca- "
presented her a pair of blue "mules" tion of printing continuously from' pounds. Absence of upper teeth, she has been slain) and for the ap
or slippers. Walter Gay made the the time of their amateur davs un- 1 and thc fact that she is somewhat prehension of Boulieu.
Saving Time by neighboring communities the
*z*
memorable presentation speech which til the present. These were William | freckled would have madc identifiSEES BACKWARD WEATHER
will alwavs be remembered It was O. Fuller of Rockland, Me , who still ..„• ___ ,l„ <r
banks of Thomaston will open at 8.00 a. m. and
.
..
i
cation ease, the officers sai, anoj tnci
most spontaneous and met with great publishes
three times a week thc j
•’
approval bv all.
"Courier-Gazette,” which he started refuse to believe that she could J Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
close at 2.00 p. m. Eastern Standard Time, ex
Cook County. Ill., wants to be madc
as an amateur paper (The Courierl have left the community by any
Thursday—Ernest Blackington
in 1874. and James B. Borland of ordinary method, unobserved. Add-| a separate State (the State of Capone,
cept Saturdays when they will open at 8.00 a.
no doubt). I think it would be
I How we would have liked to re Franklin. Pa., publisher of the “Eve ed to these methods of identification much nicer to make it into a district,
ning News," which he started as an
main
longer
in
Washington
with
all
m. and close at 1 1.00 a. m. Eastern Standard
was the fact that Mrs. Wellman , the same as the District of Coluiwbia.
its grandeur and beauty to enjoy! amateur paper in 1878.
Rarely have the amateur publish was wearing an ordinary house governed directly by Congress, with
Still all good things must come to an
Gen. Smedley Butler as city manager.
Time.
end and our stay in the city was over, ers continued their hobbies so many dress and was presumably hatless
so with our bags all packed and years, although Cyrus H. K. Curtis, and coatless.
buses waiting we were transferred to who published his first paper, “The
Except for thc statement of a
The abundance of caterpillar nests
Georges National Bank
Union Station there to leave for Phil Young America," in Portland, Me.,
causes us to believe that a period of
adelphia. Of this trip and of our in April. 1865. at the age of fifteen, Camden street resident named raw, cold, backward weather is at
first day in New York we shall hear has devoted hls entire life to the Kaler that he thinks he saw her in hand. As the native flowers and
Thomaston National Bank
from a senior who has enjoyed the publishing business, his work result Rockland subsequent to her disap trees are several days ahead of
7 his is to notify the public that Day
trip thoroughly. Ernest Blackington. ing in a stupendous success. The pearance from home, and that she schedule, we can have a week of raw
Scribner and Putnam publishing
—Miss Pride],
was wearing a blue coat, there has weather and still be on time.
light Time will be adopted by the Street
Every one up early for breakfast houses were the outgrowth of ama
been
absolutely no ' trace of the
teur
printing.
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and most of us are sorry to leave
President Riale referred to the ad missing woman.
■|..|.*+*-F-F<F‘F-F<F*+<M><l>+<F<F'F‘i
Washington
The weather is fine
Bloodroot. mayflowers. bathflowRailway at midnight, Saturday, April 25,
and just the kind of day that one dition of 50 new members during the
That her departure from home er, liverleaf, early sedge and early
year
and
called
upon
the
Initiates
enjoys. Once on the train, everyone
was unpremeditated is shown, the saxifrage are in evidence. This is
1931. All cars thereafter will be run on
finds something to do. either playing present for brief remarks, responded
authorities
say, by the fact that she unusual for April. Willow, poplar and
to
by
William
Cogger.
Washington,
cards, sleeping or otherwise amusing
the alders have been out for some
was
engaged
in washing clothes at time. If we get a warm day within
D.
C.;
Mr.
Fuller;
William
F.
Rex

themselves. Burgess and Halligan
that time until further notice.
ford.
Philadelphia;
Fred
H.
Bowerhave just finished their lemonade
the time of her disappearance and a week, columbine, anemones and
and now they are making use of the sock, Washington. D. C.; William M. on the stove certain articles were violets will be with us.
J. A. T.
ice and it seems to be a “free for all” Rumncy, Brooklyn.
being
prepared
for
the
noonday
to see if they can spoil some one's day
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
meal.
by dropping it down some unlucky
’TWILL BOOM MAINE
person’s neck or in their pocket.
Joining in
the investigation
GOD G1VF.TH HIS BELOVED SLEEP
By the sound someone is playing
{2 icifljillllliiliEliilitLlJiWii:
which began immediately after Mrs. Softly the wild bird sinks
"I doubt it!” That someone proves
Into
Its downy nest when twilight falls.
Wellman's disappearance became
And not one care hls trustful spirit
to be Ludwick with a few friends he Spring Timetable of Maine
Central Something Besides j kuno",n
?’ To thelinks
has found on the way—he follows the
wide world without hls fragile
°
Harding, Deputy Sheriff L. Earle
slogan, “Making new acquaintances
walls;
Unthought
of those who wake to watch
Dull Statistics
and keeping the old." Halligan is
Ludwick and Leon S. Shepard,
and weep.
playing “scissors" now with Burgess
widely known as the State’s finger He knows—God glveth Hls beloved sleep.
and they appear to be having a
The most radical departure ever,
The rangers of the hills.
snappy good time. The train arrives has been made by the Maine Central printing expert.
Their first discover) was that Unnumbered herds that range the
at the station in Philadelphia and we in the issuance of its new spring
verdant plain.
go auph..cto t the
lunch I timetable of train service. Instead of , tracks
been found leading
The gliding serpent, charming while he
b. dining room_ for .........
---- -----had
---------------------------- from
kills.
z>°
,us “kl
mous spots finding the regulation timetable that i the Wellman farmhouse to a wood
that homeward bears hls lusci
of Philadelphia. On Market street the traveler has been accustomed to toad, vanishing there because the The bee
ous gain.
we saw Wanamaker's department when trying to locate a train he is j
rest, when o’er them evening
und „
hard and dn froin that The shadows
creep—
store covering a large acreage in this now attracted by the gaudy covers ,
They know—God glveth Hls beloved
section. Near that is located one of and the invitation to "Take a Rest point.
sleep.
EAT AND ENJOY
the finest hotels in the city, Hotel Down Maine," "Play Golf Down
With little expectation of find
The very flowers are bowed
Philadelphia. The guide tells us Maine.”
’
ing foul pla> evidence the officers When cooler airs caress them and the
CHISHOLMS
that on the roof the sandwiches cost
dew
The timetable is made up of 4R at first confined their investigation
one dollar and with mustard one dol- pages, profusely illustrated with at
i Hangs from their tinted petals, and a
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
crowd
J iar and a half. We wonder what the tractive photographs advertising the to the usual sources of inquiry.
49-tf
stars look forth from fields
price is on the lowest floor? Then Pine Tree State. Such beauty spots When this failed to develop any Of glittering
of blue;
we pass Keith's new million-dollar in Maine as Moosehead Lake, Bar clews the officers began to look for Then, while the songs of angels o’er
them sweep.
theatre, and across is the theatre Harbor. Rockland. Dead River, State
possible motives of foul play, and They rest. God glveth Hls beloved sleep.
used by Schubert.
| Capitol. Mount Katahdin and Bel
We visit Independence Hall. We grade Lakes, receive prominent posi the trail led to the neighboring farm To all. most holy night.
To the green leaves, the mountain
i sen the Liberty Bell and the room, tion. Illustrated advertising of the of Fred Priest, where
a laborer
...
. was
,
springs, the flowers,
chair and table where the Declara- Railroad's crack trains “The Gull,” known to have suddenly quit thc Thou comest with thy silent wing of
' tion of Independence was signed. “The Bar Harbor Express" and new
might.
And blessings greet thee from the tran
We passed the cemetery where Ben- DeLuxc coaches are also included. It job.
hours;
Information from various sources While quil
! jamin Franklin is buried. We saw a has an appeal to the vacation seeker
man. o'erboine with grief, forgets
to weep,
J street laid out by Benjamin Franklin in addition to carrying complete train convinced Sheriff Harding that
It was very narrow and has the gut schedules covering the entire system. the missing farmhand was Alden Knowing—God glveth His beloved sleep.
ter in the middle, which was his idea.
More than 200,000 of these time Boulieu, with whose history the And they all raat ln peace;
Passion Is hushed, the toll, the strife,
We then passed the first Presidential tables will be distributed bv the rail
Sold by all Retail Grocers
are o’er;
Mansion, the home where Thomas road in all parts of the United States sheriff was familiar by virtue of The struggling
spirit hath obtained re
Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.
[ Jefferson framed the Declaration of and Canada among travel and infor the fact that the officer was com
lease.
And
plumes
its
wings, though but ln
Independence.
Wholesale Distributors
mation bureaus, publicity offices, missary at the Maine State Prison
dreams, to soar;
It was very interesting to all to see hotels, railroad ticket offices and when Boulieu began his life sen Oh, blessed
night, that bears, through
Betsy Ross’s home. On the left of I other places where persons seek in- tence. One means of identifica
shadows deep
The charm that glveth God's beloved
this house is the Federal Building formation on vacations in Maine.
sleep.
tion
was
found
in
tattoo
marks
on
and postoffice. We visited Fair- This should be instrumental tn bring
mount Park which has countless ing many tourists to Maine this sum the left forearm representing a And when the mellow light
eyes we love grows dim and fades
trpes planted In memory of boys who mer.
woman’s face beneath which was Prom away.
fell in the World War. We saw the
When
the low grassy mound conceals
the word “Nina.”
; Art Museum with thp water falls ln
from sight
David Smith, proprietor of IsiesBoulieu
was
committed
to
the
One
who
had made the brightness of
PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN
, front representing the four largest borougn Inn. was a visitor in the city
life’s da'
rivers. In front of this is Washing- Tuesday, and imparted the welcome State Prison in 1914 for murder. When floods of grief the spirit's chambers
52Th58
sweep.
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news that the clubhouse will be open He developed such strong evidences Oh. think.
—God glveth Hls beloved sleep.
this season.
of insanity ’that he was removed to
(Continued on Page Two)
-Unknown.

DANCE

Southend Tailoring
Co.

Monday, May 4

Notice to the Public

Community Sweet Shop

ROAST CHICKEN DINNER, $1.00

NOTICE

Cars on Daylight
Saving Time

Hardesty’s

Peerless

Flour

'Standard of the World’

Opening Dance

Saturday Evening, May 2
PIONEER PAVILION, EAST UNION

derer Who Escaped From the State Hospital

Last Fall—Rewards May Be Offered
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OF

WASHINGTON

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me., April 30. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,;
and that of the Issue of this paper of
April 28. 1931. there was printed a total
of 6232 copies.
W. H. BUTLER,
Notary Public.

[Continued from Page One]

ton's rqonument. which has 13 steps ; a tour over Boston which is being
leading up to it representing the thir narrated by Dorothy Magune —Miss
teen original states.
Pride].
Then back to the train with our I After a night on the “rolling" deep
destination now New York City i various members of our party were
If any of you lack wisdom, let him where we were to stop for a short ’ glad to plant their feet on terra 1
ask of God, that giveth to all men time. At Jersey City we left the I firma again, but this lasted only
liberally, and upbraideth not; and it train and took buses which took us to j from the E. S. S. wharf to buses,
Lincoln Hotel in New York City.
shall be given him.—James 1:5.
which were waiting to take us on a
In the evening we went to Roxy's ’ four-hour tour of Boston and vicinity.
Theatre which is an elaborate and , Among the places of interest were
ARBOR DAY
pretentious theatre. The vaudeville the old State House, Custom House.
was fine but we did not care for the ' King's Chapel, (one of the oldest
Friday, May 8, is Arbor Day in picture.
Someone observing the ' churches), several public buildings
Maine. Gov. Gardiner's proclama well-planned electric board which and many fine residences.
shows the seat plan and just how I Passing through Cambridge, the
tion follows:
“Trees with their shade and shel- I many seats were taken aptly re principal attraction was Harvard
ter are the most lovely ornaments marked in the vernacular of two College, with its vast extent of build
of our towns and countryside and well-known Radio performers “We ings and immense stadium. Arriving
our forests have been a dominant don’t know we're living;” this perhaps ; at. Lexington we saw one of the
factor in thc economic history of our could be appropriate for many things battlefields of the Revolution which
which we observed.
is now a memorial ground on which
State.
After the theatre we went to stands the first monument ever
“In their beauty and grandeur
and in the exquisiteness of their “Chinatown," taking the subway and erected in America, to the soldiers
detail our trees proclaim the power then the elevated. The people, signs who gave their lives for their coun
of a creative Deity whose all-em and goods were all Chinese. We try. Nearby stands the belfry in
bracing care gives renewed confi visited Tom Noonan's Rescue Mis which hung the bell that called the
dence in the Providence whose gifts sion. "the cathedral of the Under minute men to battle. Here also we
world on Doyer Street.’’ The service saw Buckman Tavern, the rendezvous
are so lavish and bountiful.
"Therefore, to assist in perpetu was impressive, with all those "down of the minutemen and visited the
ating our forests, and to impress our and outers" sitting there with hardly Hancock-Clarke house which con
youth with the beauty and sturdi a friend in the world. Downstairs we tains many relics of the battles
ness of nature, and in keeping with saw the kitchen, very clean and im fought in Lexington.
We proceeded to Concord where we
statutory requirement. I hereby pro maculate. The history of the room
claim Friday, May 8, Arbor Day in is most interesting. Every man who stood on North Bridge, now of con
comes to the mission is given as much crete, erected on the exact site of
the State of Maine."
bread and coffee as he wants, new the old one, from which was “fired
American newspaper publishers, clothes if he needs them and the the shot heard ’round the world.”
mission tries to give him a new start Directly in front of this is the statue
when they held their annual meeting in life. No one is turned away if of the minuteman.
in New York the other day seriously there is room in the mission. We all
Having only a limited time our
discussed the inroads which the radio checked in at 12 o'clock feeling quite stops were short and we continued on
Reaching Charlestown
has made in the advertising field. strange in the large city but finding our way.
it quite a new experience.
Navy yard we were shown the first
They feel that the multiplication of
• ♦ * *
dry dock in the United States and the
radio sets is due in no small meas
famous ship the "Constitution," was
Friday—“Bob" Dunton
at anchor.
ure to the publicity received through
I How anxious the girls were for lying
We went to Bunker Hill monument
the press, and now that the radio this morning to come to start out for
where we made a 20-minute stop.
has become a definite rival in the ad the shopping district and see Fifth Some of the more adventurous mem
Avenue.
There
is
such
a
glamour
to
vertising field it should be placed
New York, the lights of Broadway- bers of the party attempted to climb ■
under the same governmental restric seen the night before—the people to the top. We did and in 10 minutes j
tions that are placed on newspapers. with their very hustling and efficient though, returned slightly exhausted
but were repaid for our effort by thp
Because of the tremendous number ways, the buildings, tall and awesome wonderful view.
looming
everywhere,
the
city
itself
of radio receivers now in existence
All too soon, we left here for our
grim and unpitying, still last ride to the station. After we
the value of broadcasting cannot fail colossal,
that something which it create® had obtained a hearty lunch and the
to be very large so far as nationally which so enthralls most people.
advertised articles are concerned. Practically all went on shopping ex “census" had been taken, we board
ed the train for home.
But if, on the other hand, a Rockland peditions, however the writer for to
This last lap of our Journey was not
day,
"Bob"
Dunton
did
not
shop
but
man or a Belfast man should choose
so eventful but extremely hilarious.
went touring and will tell you his ex "Happy" Halligan proved to be the
to expend a considerable sum in radio periences.—Miss Pride].
"life of the party." Since Mr Blais
advertising, who for a moment be
After a welcome night's sleep at dell wouldn't allow him to sleep he
lieves that the results would be pro the pretentious Hotel Lincoln at 45th proceeded to disturb everyone else’s
portioned to those accruing from a street in New York City, the various slumbers by tying each to his sea*
members of our party roused them
similar expenditure in The Courier- selves and scoured the city for home- and tying his shoe laces together (ask
Gazette, Camden Herald or Belfast cooked food. After breakfast, the re Johnny Mazzeo). Noise and refresh
ments were plentiful and good fel
Journal. There is no advertising mainder of the morning, (a life re lowship prevailed.
mained
to
many
)
was
spent
at
the
medium that can possibly cover the
At Wiscasset half our boys got off
pleasure of the party with a visit to
local field as efficiently, and with the Chrysler building, the prevailing the train (you see that the delegation
such satisfactory results as a local feature. Chinatown and the East from there was all girls with the ex
side were treated to a visit by others, ception of one boy) and we still think
newspaper.
accompanied by Principal Blaisdell. that Crosby and Walter, especially,
Luncheon having been obtained we wish that the train had left them.
Commander MacMillan's explora
rejoined the party for a three-hour Walt did have to borrow Mr. Blaistions will be interestingly varied this sight-seeing trip of New York and dell's handkerchief.
By the time we reached Rockland
season by an airplane flight from the suburbs: visiting Fifth Avenue.
we were pretty tired but had enough
Broadway.
Riverside
Drive,
Grant
’
s
Boston to London, in the course of
pep to give our cheers and also to
which he hopes to solve the mystery Tomb. Columbia University. Cathe cheer our chaperones. Mrs. Hart and
dral of St. John the Divine, thence tc
surrounding the disappearance of the Chinatown, the Bowery, and the Mr. Blaisdell. and Miss Pride al
French flyers Nungesser and Coli, Ghetto. From here the buses con though Miss Pride had left us at Bos
ton.
who hopped off from Paris May 7, veyed us to E.S.S. terminal where we j We certainly had a wonderful trip
1927. The Commander believes it boarded the steamer for Boston.
After enjoying the panoramic view socially and educationally and each
quite probable that the French aces of the city skyline and New York of us has something to remember,
may have been forced down in Labra Harbor receding in the distance we and we appreciate the efforts of the
dor, a theory which was strength- I went to dinner. The remainder of faculty, school and parents in mak
ing such a trip possible.
ened somewhat by the statement of the evening was then spent in danc
ing. playing cards, and promenading
Now is tne time to have your quilts
Col. James Fitzmaurice, who told the wide decks.
MacMillan that if the fog had not! At 11 o’clock everybody retired, j and blankets washed. Call The Peo
ple's Laundry, Limerock street. Tel
lifted when it did his plane would unanimous in the decision that it | 170.—adv.
3fi-tf
was
the
end
of
a
perfect
day.
have gone into the interior of Labra
• « « *
dor. The long hop made by Mac- i
Saturday—Dorothy Magune
Millan will be from Nain, Labrador
(Our trip all too soon is over and
to London, and it is hardly neces tonight will end what has been a
sary to add that everybody in Maine week which will always be remem
will be praying for the success of the bered by all who shared in the en- I
joyment of this trip. It was h'ar- !
TIBBETTS
intrepid Freeport explorer.
DYER
monious from beginning to end and .
For
For
it can be said most sincerely that a
In these days when our stage en- i finer group and a more appreciative SALES
SERVICE
tertainment is confined almost ex group would be difficult to find. :
clusively to the screen it is refresh Everywhere people spoke of the cour- ’ Fred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts
ROCKLAND
ing to sit through as nice a perform teous and splendid behaviour of the > TEL. 1219
members of the party and the entire i
10 PARK STREET
ance as that given by St. Bernard's journey was a joy to all who partici
44tf
Players in Park Theatre Tuesday pated. The special trip for today is
night. Father O'Gara has developed
a surprising amount of dramatic
talent in the Catholic parish, and it
has responded splendidly to his able
“Mary had a little lamb,
And its fleece was white as snow;
coaching.
She took it in her brand new Ford,
And how the two did go!”
The "Nature Cranks" are finding
much to write about this spring, and
IF YOU DOUBT IT CALL AT THE
they would probably be surprised if
they knew the extent to which their
WALDOBORO GARAGE
stories are being followed. Nature's
diary is written in plain language for
those who know how to interpret it.'
AND TAKE A RIDE IN ONE OF THOSE SWELL
and when we cease to be interested
NEW FORDS OR IN ONE OF THESE USED CARS
in nature we have forfeited one of!
the best interests in life.
SOME LIST—LOOK IT OVER!

PLYMOUTH
and DE SOTO

Courier-Gazette subscribers have
followed with sympathetic interest
the stories of the Washington trip
told by the students, themselves. It
is very evident that the students’
horizon was materially broadened by
what they saw, and that they also
had the good times which one ex
pects youths to have.

Last Saturday we handed April a
nice bouquet because of the week of
marvelous weather which had just
been experienced. The subsequent
behavior of that month is not calcu
lated lo give it all A's Sort of a
February. March and April rolled
into one.

The average New Englander would
be glad to tee Calvin Coolidge Presi
dent again while he is still in the
prime of life, but who believes that
the conservative Bay State man can
be induced to enter tlie lists against
President Hoover.

that institution, but he proi*>d equal tween the acts the audience was en to Miss Adelyn Bushnell for valu
ly so on the stage. He has had ex tertained with vocal solos by young able assistance in the coaphing of the
a
perience in amateur theatricals in his Eddie Griffin. The cast is indebted play.
St. Bernard's Players Amaze heme State of New York, and in Ver
mont. and is a distinct addition to
Big Audience With ‘‘Noth local
circles histrionic.
Mr. Lynch was particularly good
ing But the Truth
as E. M. Ralston, whether selling
worthless stocks -over the telephone,
A large and appreciative audience staving off solicitors for charity
witnessed the presentation of “Noth funds or struggling to convince the
ing But the Truth” by the St. Ber- , charming Mrs. Ralston (Joanna Pat
nard Players at the Park Theatre t terson) that he was really not the
Tuesday night. The cast, an un- ' monster her imagination pictured
usually strong one, included many him.
experienced players, and the play had
The program was eagerly consult
not far progressed before the specta
tors quite forgot that it was an ama ed to learn the broker's identity, but
Why risk your valuable
teur presentation.
The comedy., to most persohs the name of Edwin
Lynch
signified
nothing.
For
their
furs to damage by
which carries through three acts was !
staged in excellent manner and with benefit it may be stated that he is
moths. At this season
a complete absence of those little on the office staff of the Lawrence
PortlSnd
Cement
Company,
and
was
they
are bsglnning to
breaks which so often lend embar
rassment to an amateur production. prominent in college theatricals.
do
a
great
deal of harm.
Miss Patterson rated as one of the
The cast:
important
members
of
the
cast
and
Let
us
call
and get your
"Clarence Van Deusen." Robert Mc
Carty; "E. M. Ralston." Edwin Lynqh; gave to her part the exact amount of
furs
for
Insurance
and
"Professor Doran.” John Moulaison; zest for which it called.
storage.
Our
repair
and
Robert McCarty and Aime Beau
"Dick Donnelly." Aime Beaudoin:
"Bob Bennett," Robert Boyle; "Mrs. doin. as the two bright young brokers
make over department
Ralston." Joanna Patterson; “Gwen intent on winning their bet. were ad
is prepared to make
Ralston." Helen Moulaison: “Ethel mirably adapted to their parts. Any
Clarke." Cecilia Brault; "Mabel Jack- play with two Moulaisons in it is
over your old furs to
son." Agnes Flanagan; "Sabel Jack- bound to be good. Helen made a
new and modern style
son.” Mildred Ryan; "Martha." delightfully dainty heroine and John
was never louder or funnier than as
Madeline Coffey.
at small expense. We
Act. 1. scene 1. brokerage office of Prof. Doran yelling for his money.
are pleased to advise
Madeline Coffey would have delight
E. M. Ralston.
Act 2. scene 2. parlor of E. M. Ral ed the heart of any hostess in search
.you. No Job too diffi
ston's Country Home, following aft of a maid, while Cecilia Brault car
cult.
ried off a rather thankless part with
ernoon.
excellent grace, her "terrible" solo
Act 3. Same scene, same day.
Mr. Boyle gave a convincing per being all the funnier to those who
formance of the part of Bob Bennett, know her undoubted musical talent
The Jackson sisters, Mabel*and Sa
the engaging youth who actuallv
proved that it is possible to speak bel. played by Agnes Flanagan and
nothing but the truth—at least for 24 Mildred Rvan were a very decorative
and dashing pair amiably obliging
hours.
As manager of Park Theatre Mr. with $200 worth of dramatic details
Boyle is naturally much at home in arranged to suit the customer. Be
47-tf

A FINE PRODUCTION

STORE' YOUR FURS

I FUR ZTOftAGE

now:r

Performance!
Amazing Torsiograph
tests proveThe Dictator

engine the smoothest

Eight within hundreds

The Tomograph, one of the most nearly infallible of automotive labo
ratory instruments, records accurately the vibration of any rotating

of dollars of its price!

shaft. The closer the record chart approaches a true circle, the more

nearly perfect the balance of the crankshaft. Above are shown the

nine (9) bearing crank
double The Dictator’s price.

Torsiographic records of The Dictator Eight

shaft and those of two other eights of

Notice thc smooth roundness of The Dictator graph contrasted with

'O CAR in its price class matches the velvet

N

the irregularity, or "humpiness” of the other two.

smoothness of The Dictator’s 81 horsepower

engine. Its Torsiograph record is smoothly

bearings and is balanced not only statically but dy

"rounded” in striking contrast to the roughness

namically on machines that are marvels of precision.

common to ordinary eights, sixes and fours.

What remains of vibration is further minimized

No car in its price class has the effective carbure

by a crankshaft vibration damper. Dual carburetion

tor silencing and the full-power engine muffling

and manifolding, feeding exactly proportional

without back pressure that combine to give The

amounts of fuel to each cylinder, avoid "starving” of

Dictator Eight quiet and smoothness equaled only

the end cylinders and assure even power impulses.

in high priced cars.

And plus all this, plus the fact that The Dictator

Studebaker goes to extremes not approached by

Eight has only 38.2 pounds of weight per horse

any maker in this price class to remove vibration.

power, you also get Free Wheeling, greatest engi

The crankshaft of The Dictator engine has nine (9)

neering advance since the electric starter. You get
Free Wheeling’s unique travel-smoothness, its free

dom from clutch pushing, its 15% to 20% gas and

oil savings, its officially approved increased safety.
Drive this Free Wheeling Dictator—the Eight

without a "rough spot” in its whole sparkling speed
• range and you’ll recognize, without a word of sales
manship, that it’s far and away the best "buy” in its
price range.

-free-wheeling x

Dictator Eight

1927 MODELS
CHRYSLER TOURING CAR—A Hum Dinger—S150
4 CYLINDER WHIPPET COACH—Little Used
ESSEX COACH—A Good Looker—$150

HO95

1925 MODELS
4 PASSENGER BUICK COUPE—4 NEW TIRES—$150

to $1250 at the factory

•)

AND THEN SOME MORE
2 WHIPPET C CYLINDER SEDANS----- CHEVROLET COUPE
AND UOACII—2 CHEVROLET TRUCKS WITH GOOD BODIES

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
BURGESS £ LINNEKIN

Rockland, Maine

1 el. 700

A FORD CAR, BOUGHT AT

52-53

The Stylist
DECREES

PUMPS ARE SMART
For Afternoon or Evening
Wear

BLUE KID
AA and B

Black or Brown
Cuban and Spike Heel

$4.00 to $9.00
FOR WEDDINGS AND DANCES
Let us Color a Pair of Our White
Moire Pumps to Match Your Gown

McLain Shoe Store

1928 MODELS
2 TWO DOOR SEDANS—1 TOURING CAR—Classy Bunch

Waldoboro Garage

iiajHizrazjgjzrazrgjzrzigjarajaizHr.

_ IZfiunded”

1929 MODELS
2 FORDOR SEDANS—MODEL A—3 TUDOR SEDANS
MODEL A TOURING CAR—Good As New
2 STANDARD COUPES and a STUNNING SPORT ROADSTER

THOSE TRI E AND TRIED FORD TRUCKS
192G AND 1927 MODEL T T TRUCKS—Equipped with Warlord
Transmission—Prices $25 to $100
1929—10 MODEL A A TRUCKS—Equipped with Dual Transmission
and Dump Bodies—Prices $175 to $353

“If there is a scarcity of sea gulls
around Rockland, it is because they
are all up here in Bangor," writes
Lillian A. Cole. "Plowed ground is
white with flocks of them." Miss Cole
also writes of tomatoes ripening, but
not cut of doors. One lady is proud
of a tomato plant grown in a flower
pot, during the winter. It is laden
with fruit which is rapidly assuming
its color of tomato red.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

1930 MODELS
MODEL A A FORD PLEASURE CARS—A Krai Bargain
FORD SPORT COUPE—Some Sport, Too!
TUDOR SEDAN—LIGHT ROADSTER—3 WINDOW FORDOR
MODEL A A TRUCK—DUAL WHEELS—Excellent Shape

FOLLOW MARY'S EXAMPLE—TAKE YOUR LAMB TO RIDE IN
he front pages of the daily newsers have been liberally bespatd with tragedies and crime stories
past week. Small wonder that
average reader quickly turns to
baseball news or cross word
:le.

Every-Other-Day
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STUDEBAKER

-

BUILDER

OF

CHAMPIONS

WALK-OVER SIGN
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas Clifford C. Randall of Montville in the County of Waldo and State
of Maine by his mortgage deed dated the
fourteenth day of January in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and
twenty-nine, and recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds. Book 366, Page
355 and in Knox Registry of Deeds. Book
221. Page 600, conveyed to The City Na
tional Bank of Belfast, a corporation
duly organized and existing by law and
having its principal place of business
at Belfast In said County of Waldo and
State of Maine, certain lots or parcels
of land with the buildings thereon
bounded and described as follows, to
wit: -The first parcel being situated in the
first lot in the 19th and 20th ranges in
South Montville in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine and bound
ed and described as follows, to wit:—
Beginning at a stake and stones on the
line between ranges 18 and 19 at the
west corner of land deeded from Ezekiel
True to Ezekiel True. Jr.; thence run
ning south 26 degrees east about 160
rods to a stake and stones: thence south
57 degrees west or by the general course
of a stone wall between the field and
woods about 90 rods to the northerly
line of Stephen Prescott’s land: thence
south 25 degrees west on said Prescott’s
land to the road or Mathias Ulmer’s
land; thence northerly on the line of
said Ulmer’s land to the line between
ranges 18 and 19; thence north 34 derees east on the said range line to the
rst mentioned bounds, containing 75
acres mote or less.
The second parcel being situated in
Montville in the County of Waldo and
State of Maine, being a part of the first
lot in the 20th range and bounded as
follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake and
stones at the westerly corner of said
lot; thence on the town line between
Montville and Liberty southeasterly 18
rods to a beech tree; thence north 47‘A
minutes east nearly to the corner of
land deeded to Chandler Randall by
Ezekiel True; thence on the line of said
land northwesterly to the range line be
tween ranges 19 and 20; thence on said
range lots southwesterly to the place of
commencement, containing four acres
more or less.
The third parcel of land being situ
ated ln Appleton in the County of Knox
and State of Maine being a part of the
third lot in the 20th Range and bound
ed as follows, to wit:—Northeasterly by
Liberty line; southwesterly by Samuel
Richard's land; southeasterly by the
Dead River, so called; and northeast
erly by Searsmont line containing
■twelve acres more or less.
The fourth parcel of land being situ
ated in Montville in the County of
• Waldo and State of Maine and bound
ed as follows, to wit:—Beginning at the
northeasterly corner of Proprietor s lot
and In range 15; thence southwesterly
1
on the line between ranges 15 and 16.
120 rods to True's Mill Pond, so called;
thence northwesterly and northeasterly
by said Pond round the Head of the
Barrett Cove about 100 rods to a stake
and stones ln the easterly side of the
road and in front of the little house
built by Merrill Rowell; thence by the
side of the road northeasterly about 90
rods to a stake and stones ln the line
between lots 1 and 2 in said range 15;
thence southeasterly by said lot line 19
rods to the place of beginning contain
ing 38 acres more or less.
The fifth parcel of land being situated
ln Montville aforesaid and bounded as
follows, to wit:—Beginning at a stake
and stones at the northwesterly corner
of lot number 1 in the 16 range; thence
south about 30 degrees east on a line
between lots 1 and 2; 42 rods to Wil
liam Ayer's land; thence south about
48 degrees west by said Ayer’s land and
land of Samuel Atkinson about 100 rods
to the True Mill Pond; thence by the
shore of said pond to the line between
Ranges 15 and 16; thence north about
37 degrees east on this range line 120
rods to the place of beginning, contain
ing 12*2 acres more or less.
The sixth parcel of land being situ
ated in Montville aforesaid and bound
ed and described as follows, to wit: It
being a narrow piece of land bounded
on the southeast by the line between
Appleton and Liberty and on the north
west by thc line parallel with said town
line 5 rods distant therefrom acrossWhe
northeasterly line of lot number 4 ln
the 20th range, containing 1 acre and
125 rods and so much of lot number
1 in the 19th range in Montville as lies
cast of a line running from a stake and
stones on the south side of the road (11
rods and 4 links easterly from the
house built by J. Fogg and now occu
pied by Oren Prescott) south l»/2 degrees
east 'till it strikes the Liberty town
line at a point 99 rods from the center
of the road where it crosses the same
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now there
fore. by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, said Thc City Na
tional Bank of Belfast, by C. W. Wescott
its President duly authorized, claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated April 24, 1931.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BEL
FAST
By C. W. WESCOTT
Its President.
STATE OF MAINE
Waldo, ss.
April 25. 1931.
Personally appeared the above-named
C. W. Wescott. President of the said
The City National Bank of Belfast and
made oath that the statements con
tained ln the above notice by him
signed are true.
Befpre me,
RALPH I. MORSE
. 52-Th-58
Notary Public.
IL. S.J

S

Every-Oiher-Day

CHISHOLM’S
CANDIES
Toasted
Marshmallows
35c lb
Fresh Coconut Cakes
24c doz.
Hard Candies
29c lb.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, 1 hursday, April 30, 1931

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 1 (3 to 9.30 p. m.)—Annual meet| lng of Woman’s Educational Club.
May 4—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.
May 4-9—Hearing Week.
May 6 (League Baseball)—Vinalhaven
High at Camden; Thomaston High at
Newcastle.
May 7—Howell-Fisher prize boxing 1
bout at American Legion hall.
May 8—Edwin Libby Relief Corps card ’
party. Grand Army hall.
May 9—District meeting of I. O. O. F.,
with Knox Lodge.
May 8—Arbor Day.
May 10—Mothers' Day.
May 20—Annual meeting and straw
berry festival of Baptist Men’s League.
May 23—Poppy Day.
May 28—Knox County W.C.T.U. Con
vention ln Warren, at the Baptist
Church, Miss Helen Louise Byrnes speak
er.
May 30—Memorial Day.
May 30—Letter Carriers’ convention
ln Biddeford.
July 7-14—Squadron runs of Eastern
Yacht Club ln Penobscot Bay.

Page Thretf
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GOLD BOND STAMPS
Given in This Sale

SIMONTON
’ s
A
DEPARTMENT STORE
y 410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

S.&H. GREEN STAMPS
Given in This Sale

th Anniversary Sale Now Going On!
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS

SLACK SALTED

Pollock lb 5c
These Are Nice Fish and You Can Choose For Size

MILD CHEESE, pound.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

21c

Good Cheese At a New Low Price

Double Stamps given on these two days only (either Gold Bond or S. & H. Green)

In Progress All This Week

Curtains

New Items, Attractive Values for Every Day

In Extraordinary Values
Another Lot of Those
UNDERWEAR
Dudley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Perry, was taken to Knox Hospital
Single Rod Free of Charge with
HOSIERY
2.00 P. K. DRESSES
yesterday suffering from an infected
Every Purchase
knee.
HAND BAGS
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent has been in
1.00
NET CURTAINS
vited to be one of the’judges in the
«
speaking contest to be conducted by
PHILIPPINE GOWNS
(Just Arrived)
FLAT
CURTAINS
Appleton High School tomorrow eve
Hand Embroidered; 1.39 value
ning.
RUFFLED CURTAINS
We will be unable to get more of
98c
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Hol
these dresses to sell at this price.
(an
outstanding
value)
COTTAGE
SETS
brook Post, A. L., will serve supper
Saturday night from 5 to 7 in Legion
j-jajaraHfgimrejzn F. J. SIMONTON CO.
hall, with Mrs. Anne Snow and Mrs.
Sarah Griffin in charge.
A postcard dated Decatur, Ala.,
The oil burner in the basement of; The Lions Club heard all about the
At the Second District Legion
A NEW MODEL
April 25. bears the signature of D. O. the City Building “kicked up” Tues old frigate Constitution yesterday
Auxiliarj’ council meeting held Tues
Smiley, who writes: “ ’King Cotton,’ day and the operator Elmer Pink- noon, the speaker being Arthur W.
day in Lewiston, Mrs. Anne F. Snow
has a wonderful start. Wonderful ham was singed by the occurrence.
Hatch of Thomaston, whose model Sensational Type of Baby of Rockland, Poppy chairman for the
summer weather here. Plenty of rain
eastern division as well as Maine
A pleasant feature of the Senter of the Constitution has been the sub
Grand Piano At the Maine: State Poppy chairman, announced
this season. Blossoms everywhere. Crane fifth anniversary observation ject of such widespread attention. A
This City is buried in water oak shade will be the presence of Mrs. Emma picture of the model was presented in
that of the 204,000 poppies manufac
Music Store
trees, and no better shade tree grows.” Frohock who was for many years [ The Courier-Gazette a few weeks
tured at the National Soldiers Home,
The Red Cross will conduct a well prominently identified with the W. ago, together with the address which
A new model grand piano has just' Maine Branch, she has sold from the
-baby clinic next Monday at the O. Hewett Co., predecessors of the Mr. Hatch delivered before the Men’s
shipping point, Rockland, to Rhode
Grand Army hall, Limerock and present proprietors,
League in Thomaston, in connection arrived at the Maine Music Store and Island, 80,150; to Vermont, 27,825; to
is
attracting
a
great
deal
of
atten1
Union streets. All mothers with chil
posts and units in Maine, 79,450.
Mr. Perry and Mr. Pellicane, of the ■ with the showing of the model. Mr.
dren up to the age of five years are High School, will operate the pro- . Hatch yesterday had a deeply inter tion. It is the smallest grand piano There are on hand several thousand
invited to attend these clinics, which jector tomorrow night at the Copper ested audience, and received many ever to come to Rockland—only four ' more for which she hopes orders will
Homs Made
are to be held the first Monday in Kettle, to show “Beautiful Nipogon," congratulations on the wonderful feet and six inches long—yet is as come in immediately and also there
each month. A physician will be in a rare movie of Lake Superior^ pic-' piece of workmanship, which he has
are on hand a large number of the
complete in every detail as a full big. poppies for automobiles, which
attendance.
turesque scenery, for the Woman's1 turned out after repeated visits to the sized Parlor Grand.
were made at Togus for the first
Charlestown Navy Yard to obtain
Mount Desert Rock light whistle Educational Club.
data. The Lions discussed the forth
The keyboard is full 714 octaves time this year. As this is the larg
buoy is to be established about June
Carpenters
are
in
possession
of
the
1, in about 288 feet of water, about display rooms of the Central Maine coming district convention at Bel with fast repeating and powerful i est number of poppies manufactured
5 Vi miles, 334 deg. from Mount De Power Co., remodeling and modern grade Lakes. The meeting next action. A genuine Brambach made ' in one season at the Maine Poppy
sert Rock Lighthouse, buoy will have izing the quarters. Extensive alter Wednesday will doubtless have an in the only factory devoted exclusive workshop Mrs. Snow is being con
black and white vertical stripes, and ations and improvements are also in unusual attendance as the speaker is ly to the manufacture of grand gratulated upon her energy.
will show a flashing white light every progress at the Fuller-Cobb-Davis to be Justice George L. Emery, and pianos, at a price no higher than a j
there will be numerous guests.
fairly good upright.
Awnings, boat covers etc., prompt
3 seconds, flash 0.3 second duration, store.
This instrument is the perfect service. Rockland Awning Co. Tel.
of 390 candlepower, 16 feet above
At last night's meeting of the First j
39-T-51
water, visible 9 miles.
Dr. Rich Eyesight Specialist will be piano for the home. Its present 1262-W.
Baptist parish upward of $2500 was
The old Thorndike nouse on Pine pledged toward the purchase price of at Vinalhaven on or about June 1st, form is the development of the origi
stieet is being demolished. It had the "corner” property, all pledges to for examination of the eyes and fit nal Brambach Grand scale, and its
refinement of tone and case con
51-53
not been occupied for 15 years and be paid before May 12 The total ting of glasses.—adv.
struction have been going on for
was really unsafe. Children have cost of lot and building is $8500, and
many, many years, until today, it
played about it, windows and doors it is hoped to raise about half of that
possesses all the tonal beauty and
had been broken out and carried by popular subscription.
character that it is possible to se
away. It was known as the Peter
cure in a small Grand piano. You
The University of Maine is to be!
Hewett house and was very old. As
are invited to see and, hear this
it was a real fire menace the neigh represented in the state intercol- i
piano at the Maine Music store.—adv.
bors are rejoicing to see it removed. legiate oratorical contest at Lewiston
REFRIGERATION
Monday by a Rockland boy, Atwood
James F. Woodsum, a well known Levensaler, R.H.S. ’28. Mr. Leven
TENANT'S HARBOR
Grand Army veteran died at Cres saler who is a member of the junior
cent Beach this morning after six class is also one of the nominees for
The Knox County Men’s Chorus will
weeks' illness. He would have been commencement marshal.
sing at the regular service at the
89 tomorrow. The funeral services
In Municipal Court this morning
Baptist Church Sunday evening.
will be lield at 2 o'clock Saturday
afternoon (Bowes & Crozier funeral Raymond Bragg of Maverick street
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
parlors) and the remains will be was due to be arraigned on the
Whereas, The Divine Master in His
taken to Norridgewock Sunday. charge of driving a motor car while
infinite wisdom has again entered our
intoxicated. The arrest was made
lodge and removed from our midst our
Friends are asked to omit flowers.
respected Sister Etta McIver.
on Maverick street yesterday by
The clock in the Superior Court State Patrolman Daniel Pray and
Be it Resolved. That in the death of
Sister McIver, Golden Rod Rebekah
room Will continue to record standard I George Shaw'.
Lodge has sustained the loss of a faith
time through the session which be
ful and respected member. And we
On the Coast Guard Cutter Kickgins next Tuesday, but Justice Emery
as a Lodge extend our heartfelt sympa
thy to the bereaved family. That our
has notified Clerk of Courts Griffin apoo next Thursday night there will
charter be draped in mourning for a
be
left
just
enough
men
to
extin

that the sessions will begin earlier
period of thirty days in memory of our
and close earlier, to wit 8.30 to 11.30 guish a fire in case one should break
departed sister.
iQtlb
out.
All
the
others
will
be
at
Em

That a copy of these resolutions be
a. m. and 1 to 4.30 p. m. This will have
spread upon our records, a copy sent to
pire
Theatre
watching
the
big
scrap
the same effect as daylight time and
the bereaved family and a copy to The
cause no confusion. The traverse between Young Howell the KickCourier-Gazette for publication.
apoo
’
s
pride;
and
Bud
Fisher,
the
ap

Carrie Cummings. Inez Arrington.
jurors, as usual will not report until
<£& Atlantic & Pacific
Edith Gurney, committee on resolutions.
parently unbeatable leather pusher
Thursday morning.
Appleton, April 15.
who is to be his opponent. The bout
In Judge Butler’s court: Raymond is going to cost the loser one hun
Bragg, Rockland, fined $100 and costs dred good American dollars; hence
Opposite Waiting Room
for tipsy driving, and license indefi it will be seen that neither party
ROCKLAND, ME.
nitely suspended. Everett Mears, cares to be the loser. The entertain
Washington, operating unregistered ment will begin at 8.15 sharp, and the
vehicle, paid costs, $7.32. John Ran American Legion, which is sponsoring
lett 3d, Rockland, permitting use of the affair informs The Courier-Ga SUPERIOR BEAUTY
his number plates for another’s car, zette that there will be seven bouts,
paid costs, $7.32. Harry Conant, instead of the five originally adver FINER PERFORMANCE
Washington, operating an un tised. The entire card will appear
registered vehicle, paid fine of $5 and in the next issue of this paper. The
costs of $7.32.
Kickapoo boys ordered 25 tickets yes BACKED BY A
The old 4th Maine infantry en terday, and will be heard from.
camped provides the motif for a pic
BORN
ture on display in the window of W.
“Fresh from the Gardens”
—At New Harbor. April 18, to Mr
that
something H. Glover Co. It was painted by SYKES
and
Mrs.
Elwin
Sykes,
a
son.
Frank Winslow of Vinalhaven from a
photograph and is a carefully exe
At the lowest price possible
MARRIED
cuted piece of work. It is displayed STURROCK-OVERLOCK — At Weston.
in the hope of further interesting the
Mass.. April 24. Walter Charles Sturrock of Providence. R. I. and Miss
public in the effort of the sisters of
Ethel Abbott Overlock of Waldoboro.
for fine quality tea
Ruth Mayhew Tent to raise .funds COLBY-BAILEY
—At New Harbor. April
50
for a suitable marker at the old camp
23. bv Rev. C. H. McElhlney. Kenneth
Colby of Damariscotta and Miss
ground of the 4th Maine on Middle
Jeanette Bailey of New Harbor.
street hill.
STONE-WOODWORTH—At North Haven.
Visions
of
“
the
good
old
days"
that
April 19. by Rev. Henry F. Huse. Irven
GINGER ALES
E. Stone and Miss Bessie L. Woodsome folks talk about were conjured
(fJale
golden
cJec
worth,
both of North Haven.
up Tuesday when Patrolmen Ingra
ham and Christofferson dragged a
DIED
“Sa S”
"drunk” up from Crockett’s Point. WOODSUM—At Owl’s Head (Crescent
(fhccjuot s (Confection
In Court yesterday the man had no
Beach) April 30, James F. Woodsum.
FANCY NATIVE FOWL......................................32
aged 88 years. 11 months. 29 days. Fu
recollection of his Escapades, which
Qrinf
neral Saturday at 2 o’clock at Bowes &
This Ins a nice lot, young and meaty
Included the smashing of a window
Crozier parlors, Rockland. Please omit
at the Eastern Steamship wharf, the
flowers.
NICE
POTATOES, peck........................................ 30
slugging of one bystander and get SIMMONS—At Rockland. April 27. May
nard, infant son of Ivan and Eflie Sim
Bushel
.............................................................. 1.00
ting knocked out by another. The
mons, aged 3 months. Funeral Thurs In gleaming white Porcelain-onThese potatoes are good. If you have been having poor
sight of a drunken man being
day at 2 o’clock.
ones try these.
dragged through the streets—once so REES—At Union, April 29, Charles Rees, steel, the new Frigidaire repre
aged 87 years. 1 month. Funeral Fri sents a fine achievement in
common here—is now fortunately a
NEW TEXAS ONIONS, 3 pounds .................... 25
day at 2 o’clock, standard.
rare one.
WINCHENBACH—At South Waldoboro, Advanced Refrigeration.
The W.C.T.U. will hold an open
FRESH
RHUBARB, 2 pounds............................. 25
April 14, Roswell T. Winehenbach.
Its surplus-powered, yet quiet
meeting Friday afternoon in the KNIGHT—At Boston. April 27, Emma
2 LB. PKG. PRUNES............................................. 21
Knight, formerly of Camden. Funeral- and completely concealed
First Baptist Church parlors, with a
at 2 o'clock Friday at Congregational
child welfare program in charge of
chapel, Camden. Interment in Moun mechanical unit—the famous
2 LB. ROLL HOLLAND BUTTER...................... 76
Mrs. Clara Emery and Mrs. Evelyn
tain' cemetery.
Hydrator — the Cold Control —
Sherman. Mothers and young chil
1 LB. ROLLS RED CLOVER BUTTER............. 36
CARD OF THANKS
dren are Invited. There will be two
We wish to thank our friends and the Quickube Ice Tray—are but
1 LB. CAN CHASE & SANBORN’S COFFEE .35
speakers Miss Eliza Steele, Red neighbors
for their kindness and sym
Cross nurse who will speak on child pathy during our recent bereavement, a f^w of the features that make
LARGE
CAN PUMPKIN.................................. .16
the beautiful floral offerings, and for
health; and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie for
the loan of automobiles for the funeral. Frigidaire the outstanding qual
whose subject is the spiritual train
LARGE CAN SQUASH ........................................ 15
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford W. Morton and ity refrigerator.
ing of the child. A group of chil Family.
Simonton.
*
BEST MAINE CANNED CORN, 2 cans............. 25
dren from the Tyler school will pre
The Frigidaire guarantee is
sent a health exercise. A social hour
complete. It covers the cabinet,
A JOYFUL SURPRISE
LIMA BEANS, can............. 12; 3 cans.............. 30
will follow in oharge of Mrs. Ida
the mechanical unit—everything.
Simmons and Mrs. Grace Ludwick.
MAINE STRING BEANS, can.. .15; 3 cans.. .40
FLAvoRf't’
The May Day Fete to be given in
It is a guarantee of superior re
STRINGLESS WAX BEANS, can......................... 18
the R.H.S. gym tomorrow night by the
frigerator performance.
sophomores under the direction of
Three cans ........................................................... 50
We invite you to see the new
Miss Bride, will have several very at
_____
tractive features, among them being
BAXTER
’S PEAS, can........... 20; 3 cans........... 50
Frigidaire. Terms will be ar
the maypole dance to the "Melody Over the Weekend Goes Pain, Agony
CAPITOL TOILET PAPER, package.................. 20
and Swelling or Money Back, Says ranged to suit your convenience.
otlIS MO - ---------in F” and a minuet to the well
known music of the "Minuet in G;” l David L. McCarty
Three packages..................................................... 50
LIME
CITY
SALES,
Inc,
a court procession of 35 sophomores
This is nice paper, full size and 1000 sheets in package
503 Main Street,
Rockland
LARGE
8
OZ.
BOTTLE
85c
including knights and ladies in
Tel.
Rockland
9G7
—
Camden
2007
-------FERRY
’S NEW GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
waiting, a herald, Merton Sumner,
Damariscotta 105-4
They call this the Allenru week-end
and court jester, Victor Armata, fol treatment
for Rheumatism, Sciatica and Associate Dealers—
FERTILIZER AND BONE MEAL
lowed by the ceremony of the crown Neuritis because you can go to bed on Gordon & Lovejoy, Union, Maine
ing of the May Queen whose identity Friday Night—stay there as much as A. T. Norwood & Sons, Warren, Maine
till Monday morning and while C. E. Marriner, Camden, Maine
is still shrouded in mystery. The possible
there drive the uric acid from your all-1 Ernest Rawley. Tenant’s Harbor
entertainment will be followed by ing joints and muscles.
Stahl’s Radio Shop, Waldoboro, Maine
But during that time you must take Walter S. Bowden, Cooper’s Mills. Me.
dancing with a special prize waltz
II. I.. Bossa Stores. Friendship, Maine
Allenru
as
directed
—
for
Allenru
acts
and unique surprise dance.
with double speed when the body is re S. F. Prentice, Bristol Mills, Maine
I

Peanut Butter Chips
29c lb.

Old Fashioned
Chocolates
29c lb.

Full Cream Caramels
39c lb.

Walnut Stuffed Dates
49c lb.
CHISHOLM’S

ICE CREAM
30c pint

FRUITS

FRIGIDAIRE

Sweet Navel Oranges
29c doz.

G;is?° J

Calif. Sunkist Lemons
29c doz.

§ nap5

Delicious Apples
59c doz.

CHUCK ROAST, very lean; pound

15c

A Most Economical Purchase and Can Be Used
Many Ways

BONELESS

Boneless

“>25c

P0T
ROAST lb
IU 22c

Good Quality and Lean Prime Rib Sure To Please

CORNED BEEF

Fancy Brisket
Thick Rib

lb 19c
During the trying days of
housecleaning have some
Corned Beef all cooked
and ready for a cold lunch
for the family

WASTELESS
Boneless
Smoked
Hams

lb 26c
Sold Whole or Half

NATIVE VEAL IS AT
ITS BEST NOW
Boneless Roast, lb 29c
Chops,
lb 35c
Cutlets or Steak, lb 45c

OTHER GOOD VALUES
CUBE STEAK, cooks in a minute, lb
BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK,
lb
RUMP STEAK, a favorite cut, lb
TOP ROUND, very lean,
lb
HAMBURG STEAK,
2 lbs
LAMB CHOPS,
lb
MARROW SOUP BONES,
lb
PIG LIVER,
2 lbs
PIG KNUCKLES,
lb

29c
39c
39c
35c
25c
35c
10c
19c
10c

To Cook With Greens

4 lbs 25c

GOLDEN RIPE BANANAS,

PREPARED FLOUR JUST ADD WATER
For Cake, Many Flavors,
pkg 27c
For Biscuits,
2 pkgs 25c
Extremely Simple To Use With No Chance of Fail
ure. Something Entirely New and Worth a Trial.

3 pkgs. 19c

2 pkgs. 25c

CHISHOLM BROS.

TEA

EXTRA

WHEAT
Good morn mq evry bod y

KRUMBgs

Probably the best of all

known cleansers

A fine breakfast cereal

2 pkgs. 27c

Pound 23c

Clicquot

Club

YEAR

SPECIALS FOR THIS WEEK

GUARANTEE

New 48Hour Treatment
For Rheumatism

. Always
uniform and
dependable

J. A. JAMESON COMPANY

Spiritualist meeting, G.A.R. hall,
next Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30 Mar
garet Newton, officiating medium.—
adv.
52-53

Kelsey Garage, South Bristol, Maine
laxed and rested.
You can purchase Allenru from David
L. McCarty or any progressive druggist |
in America—a large 8 oz. bottle 85 cents!
—and money back if it doesn’t do as
advertised.

FRIGIDAIRE

TELEPHONE 17 OR 18

A Very Good Value

2 pkgs. 27c

2 pkgs. 25c

QUAKER
CRACKELS

vAfurftf o/
CORN WHEAT OATS

y

NRf CRACKERS
S0DA
Pound JJC
W
J7 Box
MANY OTHER GOOD VALUES

PERRY’S MARKET
A Northend correspondent writes:
“While wandering along the beach
recently, Priscilla Staples of Grade
Four, Tyler School, picked up a curi
ously shaped piece of iron-rock. It
is quite heavy and when set up on
end, gives one the impression of an
old woman, with a shawl tied about
her head and holding something in
her arms. Some of the children said
it reminded them of a monkey with
folded arms, or a squirrel, when face

to, carrying nuts. When reclining
they even called it a hippopotamus.
Thus it all depends upon the point
of view. Name it anything you will
it is quite a curiosity.”
"Pete" Moran golf pro at the Rock
land Country Club has arrived here
for the season, and is watching the
progress which is being made on the
golf course. The sport will start as
soon as favorable weather arrives,
temporary greens being u cd.
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Save on Toilet Goods

spring (tats

Scarfs

FIFTH BIRTHDAY SALE

You can usually buy cheaper now than at any
other time of the year
50c Pepsodent .........................................
50c Ipana ......................................-........
1.00 Listerlne, large size .......................
Cream-O-Comfort ..................................
35c Cutex Liquid Nail Polish ................
50c Jergen’s Lotion ................................
50c Mum ..................................................
65c O-do-ro-no
......... -.......................
50c Squibbs ............................................
All 1.00 Talcums.....................................
All 50c Talcums .................................. ~
All 25c Talcums .....................................
All 1.00 Dusting Powders .....................
Jergen's Assorted Soaps, 12 cakes for
Quel-que-Fleur Talc ............................
50c Listerine ...................................... —
All 1.00 Perfume Packages...................
1.00 Hind's Cream ...............................
50c Hind's Cream .................................
50c Kolynos ............................................
25c Kolynos ............................................
50c Iodent .............................................
25c Listerine Tooth Paste ................. 1.98 3 Piece Toilet Set .._--- ■■----------- .

.28

Tubular Scarfs, new colors in modernistic
designs

.64
.59
.24

.37

Sale Starts Next hturday, May 2nd

98c

.38

.47

KNOX COUNTY’S OUTS1NDING SELLING EVENT

All firsts with labels

.WASHABLE CAPE SLIP-ONS

Eggshell
Willow
Black, White
For This Sale Only

PEQUOT SHEETS

$1.69

54x99 regular 1.18..............

1.00

PERRIN'S IMPORTED SUEDE SLIP-ONS
A1 firsts, all new goods, reg. 2.98........... 1.98

63x90 regular 1.27 ................ 1.00

Men’s Underwear

.38
.18

The outstanding item in the Glove Depart
ment is—

54x90 regular 1.08...................... 95

.25

.88

Gloves

Domestics

.88

.79
.55
.35

.88

In this great Birthday event we shall express eur appiition in a substantial manner, to old friends and custom*
ers. And, by emphasizing the high quality of our mercidise at less than regular prices, shall try to make more

63x99 regular 1.35 ................. 1.10

friends and new customers.

72x90 regular 1.40................ 1.10

EVERY DEPARTMENT ON FOI FLOORS WILL PARTICIPATE

.75

Ladles’ Slip-on Capes, black only

LOO

63x108 regular 1.50.............. 1.20

Notions

72x99 regular 1.50 ....••••....... 1.15

For this sale only we offer the following:

72x108 regular 1.55 .............. 1.25

59c Rubber Apron, all-over style...............39

81x90 regular 1.50................ 1.20

100 yards Silk Rice or Belding, 3 for......

-33

25c Taffeta Seam Binding, 7 yards......

-16

1.38

81x99 regular 1.58.............. 1.25
8fxl08 regular 1.60.............. 1-45

BULK PERFUMES IN FLACONS

90x108 regular 1.78.............. 1.55

.38
.38
.18

■38
.18

ounce Chanel, regular 1.25........... ..... 100
ounce Coty’s, regular 50c ....... -........ .38
ounce Evening in Paris, regular 50c . .. -38
ounce Roger & Gallets, regular 50c.... -38
% ounce Guerlaine’s, reg. 1.00 ................... 89
% ounce Caron’s, reg. 3.00 ...................... 2.59
14 ounce Adventure, reg. 1.25 ................. 1.00

Blankets

Thermos Bottles, nickle plated...................75

Suede Jackets

Our entire stock of misses’ and
women’s new Spring Coats, En
sembles and Suits at these Anni
versary Sale Prices.

Misses' and Ladies . Colors; Red,
Green, Blue, Brown. A mill close
out of the jackets we sold last year

Birthday Prices

All
All
All
All

15.00 Coats ....................
24.50 and 29.50 Coats ..
35.00 and 39.50 Coats..
45.00 and 49.50 Coats..

12.50
19.50
29-50

for 4.50.
Birthday Sale Price

39.50

Misses' and women’s sizes

£
Esmond 66x80, Single, Solid Colors........ 1.19
Wizard Plaifl, 66x80 ....J............ -............. -85
Single Grey, 66x76 ................. '.......................63
Double Grey, 66x80 ................................... 1.00
Golden Fleece Plaids, double ................. 2.59
Beacon Single, solid color. 70x80 ........... 1.59

$1.98

Every coat in our stock is included
in this sale. You know the mer
chandise. All original prices are
left on the tickets for your com
parison.

Ail firsts. Sizes 6 to 20

88 square fine count Men's Athletic Suit,
with banjo seat ..................................... '
Two for ...................... ...... —-.....••••......
"Babe Ruth" Athletic Suit, guaranteed
for one year not to rip, tear or shrink .89
Men’s Jersey Union Suits, a spring
needle suit in cream; sizes 38 to 48
Short sleeve, Ankle; regular 1.50 .............. 9®

Rayon Crepes ........................tf* O

f JJ

42x38’/2 regular 38c.................... 33
45x38*/2 regular 42c.................... 35

42x38/2 H. S.................................. 42

7Q

42 inch .................................. 24 .22

Plain Shantungs .................. •• t
All new, pastel shades, misses' and women's
sizes to 48

45 inch................................... 26 .24

54 inch................................... 34 .30

Linens

Stripe Hosiery

.38

81 inch.................................. 46

.42

90 inch .................................. 50

.46

Also for this Birthday Sale we are going to
give you a Full Fashioned Hose in all new col
ors and guaranteed firsts for ...................

Onyx, extra size,
reg. 1.95, 1.35

59c

Five piece Luncheon Sets of Italian
Linen, 36 in. cloth with four napkins.
Set ..............................................-.......... .
Glass Toweling, 50 pieces, all colors;
checks and plaids; yard ...................... -15
Belgian Crash Cloths borders of gold, green,
rose and blue
44x44 ................................................... -...... -*9
54x54 ............................... -...................... .. •19
60x60 ....................... -..................... —......- ■*9
54x70 .................................................. ......... M
A closeout of high grade 45 and 54 inch
Brown Art Linen on sale very cheap,
............................................. .................. 39,

.<9,

-69

63x99 Cast Iron ..................... 1.00

81x90 Cast Iron ................ •••• 1.00
81x99 Cast Iron

The Biggest Coat oop of the Season
175 purchased by the Senter Stores from a m anufacturer wh amc we are requested not to use.
Regular price $25, $29, $35, $39. Misses sizes 14 to 20.

Turkish Towels

Ladies

38 to 48.

$19.50

Also

One reel of Dresses that have
been in stock a little longer
9.50 and 14.95 values .... 5.00

300 yards Kerr's Lustre Twist; regular
15c; for.........................................................io
Kotex ................................

27

Art Embroidery

Women’s and Children’s
Underwear
The Birthday Sale Offers a new low price
on Rayon Underwear all with charming ap
plique.
—•

45 Jewel Crepe Coats wi t >d crepe linings..
Fur trim oi
Sizes I 4 to 20 48

$12.50

Silks
Marvelle Crepe ,our regular puif

silk washable crepe in all colors;

Wash
Goods

.10

No. 300 Pillow Cases, 42x36 >12%
No. 500 Pillow Cases, 42x36

.25

.10

1 lot Hats, were 3.98 to 5.00 ................... -98
1 lot Hats, 2.98 to 5.00 ............................. l-9«
1 lot Hats, 5.00 .................................................. 9.85

Special Values in Better Hats

Children's Non-RunRayons, pink or peach.

nc.

iuv

Bloomers .............................OJ/C
Rayon Gowns, pink and peach ....
.............. 59

Pajamas all marked down

•r

A real opportunity to save money on this
item.

5.00 Modart or Warner Corset................. 3-98
Regular 2.00 Warner Corselettc ............. 1.59
50c Brassieres for ......................................... 39
75c Brassieres for .................................. .59
Kotex .....................................................................

.10

Birthday Sale of Curtains

Hill, 36 inch ................................... 16

White or Cream Voiles with picot edge
ruffle; pair ........... -................................ L00

Berkeley, 60, 36 inch.................. 18

Same with rolled hem ruffle; pair ...... 1.00

.16

Dotted Swiss, ruffled, cream or white;
100
pair

Oilcloth, reg. 29c ......................... 19

New Fancy Cottage Sets, blue, gold,
green ........................................................ LOO

A. C. A. Ticking........................... 22

New Style Umbrellas

White Voile with ruffle, 2*4 yards...............69
White Voile Cottage Set.............................. 69

Brocaded Velour Remnants ................... 1.69

Tailored Marquisette, ivory; regular 1.00 .69

MAIL DERS

Men's Broadcloth Shirts .............................69

Kapok Filled

To our mail ordj nds we assure par-

Men's Broadcloth Pajamas ..................... 1.69
»made in Camden, fast colors, full cut)

Pillow Forms

ticularly good serv t all sale merchan-

Men's Fruit of Loom Night Shirts ...... 1-00

14x18. regular 50c .

.39

Men’s New Neckwear—Special ...................45

16x22, regular 89c .

.49

Men's Work Shirts, fine count, soft chambray, full size; all sizes .......

20x20, regular 89c

■49

22x22, regular 98c .

.69

dise. Orders shad j sent in at once,
Inclose money or{ check and 8 cents
for postage.

-27

Cured.............................................................29
AU 1.50 Brassieres .............. -.................... 1.29

Sunrise, 38 in. unbranded.......... 09

Feather Pillows .............................. 89

Outing Flannel, 36 in. regu
lar 25c ........................................ 19
Canton Flannel, 36 in.....................10
Mattress Covers...... Special prices

.25

Lockwood A, 40 in....................... 11

All Boys’ 1.00 Wash Suits, sizes 2 to 10...... 85

Outing Flannel, 36 in. regu
lar 15c ..................................... 12'/2

Children's Athletic Suit, trunk bottom;
sizes 4 to 12 ...........................................

X LC R, 81x99........................... 79

Art Ticking..................................... 39

Outing Flannel

Ladles' Knit Vests, of fine combed cot
ton, band or bodice top, regularly 39c.
All sizes to 48. Four for ..................... 1.00

Birthday Special in Extra Sizes Rayon NonRun. pink, peach, etc.

Fruit of Loom ..••••...................

Steel Wheelbarrows ............... 98

Corsets

At this same price of 1.00 we are putting
in a part of our regular stock of 1.98
Panties and Bloomers at; each .......... 1 00

X L C R, 81x90........................... 69

36 in. Cotton Bloom, white..

10 square fast color Percales,
All 1.00 and 1.59 Printed Crep Punjabs, etc .......................... 17c
6 inch fast color Broadc'oth, 25c
pure silk ...............................
value; green, lavender; only
per yard............................... 10c
Joria Shantung, all the past
16 inch Lorraine Ginghams.... 10c
colors ...................................... 91
16 inch Cotton "Pongee.......... 10c

Special Birthday Values in New
Spring Hats. Paris sponsors the
Softer Braids and Straws. These
are in our sale at the following spe
cial prices—

Pure Silk
French Crepe Slips

X L C R, 63x99 ........................... 65

Unbleached Indian Head, 40
inch ............................................... 10

40 inch .....................................

Dayton Dump Trucks, steel body
Dupont paint ....................... 1.98

One Lot of Finished Models, Half Price
Other numerous specials in this popular de
partment for this sale

Brown, Skipp^lack, Gray, Green.

Men’s Goods
Turkish Towels, 100 dozen double thread
towels with colored borders, large size,
20x40 ............................................................ 15
100 dozen double thread with colored
borders, medium size; size 17x36; low
10
est price in years ...................•.............

4 for 1.00
Pink, Peach, Nile, Coral

Vest ..................................................................

All Boys’ 1.50 Wash Suits, sizes 2 to10. .. 1.35

One lot Hand Bags, formerly
1.49 and 1.98 .................... 1.00
2.98 Bags ................................. 2-39
4.98 Bags ...........................
4.39

All 14.95 and 16.50 Dresses 12.50

Bloomers................................................
(Sizes 4 to 16)

All 1.98 Dresses, sizes 2 to 14................169

All Boys' 1.98 Wash Suits, sizes 2 to 10. .. 1.29
Boys' Bell Blouses, with labels .............. -59
Boys’ Corduroy Pants, odd sizes .............. 69
Boys' Tweed Knickers, were 1.98 .......... 1.59
1.98 Khaki Riding Pants, 11 to 17 ...... 159
Infants’ 39c Flannellette Gertrudes,
Kimonos and Gowns. Birthday price .25
Infants' Beret and Sweater Sets. Spe
cial ........................................................... 1-29
Children’s 1.00 and 1.50 Hats ......................88

Safety Pins, 50Inbunch, allsizes.............. 05

42x38Zi Slip, Cast Iron............... 29

Lockwood B, 36 in.................

TOYS
All 1.50 Dresses, sizes 2 to 14 ................. 1.35

42x36 Slip, Cast Iron.................. 27

COTTON, ETC

Ladies' Fine Rayon, wide top, 3 for................................. 1.00
Children's Tan Rib, regular 17c; 8 for ............................ 1.00
Children’s Golf, regular 50c .................................................. 25
Men's Fine Cotton, all colors................................................ 10
Men’s Fine Fancies, regular 25c........................................ -15

All 1.00 Dresses, sizes 2 to 14......................... 85

..1.10

No. 200 Pillow Cases, 42x36

OTHER HOSIERY ITEMS

Hand Bags

All 9.50 and 10.50 Dresses .. 7.50

A real "birthday present” are these 100%
pure silk lace trimmed slips, all colors
and sizes .......... -.................................... 1-0®

Cast Iron Sheets, a heavy durable
Sheet

Colors:

Wear

31

DOMESTICS

2 for 1.00

Children’s

Bias Tape, ourregular 8c ;2 for.................13

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ZuC

45 in. regular 39c......................... 33

Jewelry

Crystal Necklace, sterling silver Chain,
a number of good colors .......................... 45

72 inch................................... 42

42 in. regular 37c..........

Feeling that the McCallum. No-Mend, Gordon and Lady
Haven are sufficient we have decided to close out our com
plete stock of Gotham Gold Stripe.

Our regular Candy all marked down for this
Sale

i%

.34

36 inch regular 33c....................... 26

We Are Going To Close Out Gotham Gold

These are all firsts, our regular
stock

Birthday Price

All 4.95 Dresses ..................... 3.95
All 5.95 Dresses ..................... 4-95
Misses and Women’s
sizes to 52
All Children’s Dresses Marked
Down

Steplns ............ „...............................

Hosiery

No. 531 Semi-Service, reg. 1.50
No. 690 Silk to Top, reg. 1.95
No. 870 All Silk Service, reg. 1.95

I

63 inch .................................. 38

40 in. regular 36c........................... 29

Candy

Birthday Price

Bleached Brown

All Children’s Coats Marked Down

Closeout of

49

PEQUOT SHEETNG

PEQUOT TUBING

3’i lb. All Wool Camp Blanket .......... 1.75
4 lb. All Wool Camp Blanket .:............... 1-98
Colonial All Wool. 66x80. solid colors, all
firsts ........................................................ 2.98

{

Steel Shears, assorted sizes, regular 79c;
for ............................................

42x36 regular 36c......... ............... 31

Street and
Porch Frocks
Printed Shantungs .....................

Sanitary Belts, regular 50c; for...................25

PEQUOT CASES

BLANKET SPECIAL

39c Candy, including Chocolate Pepper
mints ..............................-......... ................ 27
Marie Saunders, sold elsewhere for 95c;
for ................................................................69
Salted Peanuts in glass barrels, regu
lar 39c; for .................................................. 29

Hair Nets, our regular stock; dozen...........63

Pure Silk, crook handles

$2.98
For this sale only—just 25 at this price
Black, Blue, Brown, Green; Imported
Glorias; regular 2.98 ...........................1-98

Every-Other-Daj,
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WITH THE BOWLERS
and grandsons Wayne nnd Byron
The Forty Club Number 3 team's
who assisted in serving. As a parting
Advertisements in th's column not to
The American Legion held a get- wish Mrs. Jones expressed the hope certified accountants figured up their
HOW OLD-FASHIONED.'
MILDRED CAN'T COME
Mr. and Mrs. David Dickey of together and smoke talk last Thurs that all present would be with her on totals in last night’s match with the exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
R
LETS TELL HER ABOUT /
cents,
3 times for 50 cents. Adaltlonal
BECAUSE IT'S WASHDAY.
Marlboro. Mass., arrived in town day night at Red Men’s hall.
Dark Horses, found a defeat, and lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents FURNISHED BUNGALOW, to let or
her birthday 71 years hence.
SHE’S SCRUBBING HER
OUR "NO-WORK." WAY
Monday to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Mrs. Ralph Clayter recently enter
silently stole away. The honest and for three times. Six words make a Urn;. for sale, all modern, workshop, double
"WARREN
Hattie Anne Dickey, mother of Mr. tained the Friendly Five at her home.
garage. Centrally located. TEL. THOMcanny Horses figured through the
CLOTH ES - JUST IMAGINE//
T
... ... es ASTON 105-11._____________________ 52-54
Dickey.
Mrs. E. C. Macintosh and mother.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby, accom totals again and found the Forty r - ■ ... ••• ... •••
THREE FURNISHED rooms to let. free
Mrs. Grace Payson and mother. Mr? Margaret E. Libby, returned Fri panied by Misses Winnie and Lizzie Clubbers leading by a margin of
lights and water; ground floor. Apply 6
Mrs. Harriet Copeland, who have oc- j day froni Wollaston. Mass,
Winslow, motored to Camden last eight pins. 2345 to 2353. Newbert and
Willow St. MARSHALL'S._________ 52*54
ettpied Mrs. Maude Pillsbury's house , capt. Edward Greenleaf returned Friday evening.
Daris shared honors for high string
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let on
on Green street for the tvinter, moved | Friday from Boston.
Irason Davis of Waldoboro is with 118, but Orff took high total
Grove St., modern. COBB-DAVIS. Inc.
________ 52-54
Wednesday to their farm in Cushing !
High School baseball team spending a few days with G. F. Wins with 490.
SMALL GRAY LEATHER BAG con
taining sum of money, glasses, etc. Lost
where they will remain until fall.
APARTMENT to let. six rooms and
netted quite a sum at their cake sale low.
on
Laurel
St.
Finder
please
return
to
bath, at 104 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel.
The Thomaston Garden Club will held Saturday afternoon at Fifield's
Mrs. Martha Spear spent Monday
MRS MABEL RICHARDSON, 8 Laurel 27-M.__________________________ 51-53
meet with Mrs. R. E. Dunn Thursday store.
6t.. city or telephone 770.__________ 52*54
and Tuesday with her sister in Rock
FURNISHED TENEMENT to let. on
at 7.30 p. m. The annual election of
Mrs. Hiram Arey of Rockland is land.
TWO BICYCLES stolen at Camden on Oak St.
E. C. DAVIS, Fuller-CobbFridav
last.
Any
information
notify
H.
! officers will be held, and plans for the the guest of her daught:- Mrs. Ralph
Davis.
_________________ ____________ 51-53
Mr. and Mrs. Albert White and
C. RICHARDS. Camden, Me.
52*lt
, summer work considered.
Clayter.
TWO FURNISHED apartments to let
family were in Bath over the week
Miss Alcada Hall is busy rehearsing
for light housekeeping. MINNIE MILES.
Ernest Tolman returned last end.
31 Ocean_St. Tel. 618-W.
51-53
the
for the Nurses Association concert to ( Thursday from Boston.
Clarence Freeman and R. Freeman
to let, furnished or unapartme2NT
,
i be held May 15. Also the commit- | Cora Vinal arrived Saturday from of Cushing were recent callers on
ftiree
rooms
or
single
room,
furnished,
j tee on costumes have manv_at work Portland for a week's vacation with Gardiner Winsiow.
all modern. HILL DANE. Tel. 427.
i
•■------------$
' making new ones for the operetta her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Burton
_______________________ 51-tf
The steel cabinet for the town rec
i
1^
•••
*•*
*•*
*•*
*••
*•*
••*
*•*
In a Florist Garden.' Keep the date Vinal.
TWO FURNISHED rooms, suitable for
ords has arrived and is in the libra
FLAT TOP offlce desk wanted with light housekeeping, with free lights and
I in mind.
Beulah Gilchrist entertained the rian's room aj the Mathews Memorial
2L
i drawers on both sides. TEL. 1035. 52-54 water, $3.25 per week. 16 WILLOW ST.
Mrs. A. P. Heald entertained the Chataneet Club at her home last Library. It has four deep drawers
___________________________________ 52*54
CONCESSIONAIRE who wants to run
Episcopal Guild at her home Tuesday Thursday evening. The next meet with compartments. The outside is
THREE furnished light housekeeping
hot dog stand in an active location.
| evening.
ing is with Mrs. Clyde Orcutt.
grained to represent golden oak. Now
Apply CURTISS - WRIGHT FLYING rooms to let, with use of bath. Clean
NEXT
SO YOU TOOK OUR
YES, AND IT
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will hold
SERVICE. Rockland._______________ 52-54 and cozy. No children. MRS. A. G.
Mrs. Lottie Brown is to visit her the old records as well as the new art
LORD. 5 Bay View Sq. Tel. 459-J.
ADVICE, MILDRED!
a cooked food sale Friday afternoon son Lewis Brown in Belfast
SAVES SCRUBBING
WANTED TO BOARD elderly person or ___________________________________
guaranteed protection from tlie de
WASHDAY
51-53
with
the
semi-invalid. Write MRS. E. F. COOK,
at
R.
W.
Walsh's
store,
opening
at
2
De
Valois
Commandery.
K.
T.
will
struction
by
fire.
[ONLY RINSO CAN GET
AND BOILING,TOO
HOUSE to let, all modern, 5 rooms and
Spruce Head.
51-62
o’clock.
hold regular meeting May 1 and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Blake have
bath.
garage.
MRS.
WALTER
E.
AUTOMOBILE GENERATOR and starter MAURER. 20 Frederick St._________ 51*53
CLOTHES SO
The Beta Alpha Club are packing confer the Templar degree on one removed their household goods from
work. Brushes ln stock for all cars.
a
box
to
be
sent
to
the
drouth
strick

candidate.
FIVE
room
apartment
to
let,
on
Orient
WHITE
' Armatures turned and undercut for gaOakland to the Vinal rent.
' rages at reasonable rates. Complete St. Apply NELSON B. COBB, or Louise
en families in Pippapass. Knott
Rev. and Mrs. P. J. Clifford re
Mrs. Jennie Hutchins, sister of Wal
automotive electrical service. HOUSE- Will lams at Fuller-Cobb-Davis._____ 51-53 /
County, Kentucky. For further in turned Tuesday from Portland where ter Blake, of Oakland, is employed in
SHERMAN, Inc. Next to Ford Agency.
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
formation call upon Miss Helen they attended Methodist Conference. Georges River Mills.
___________________________________ 48-tf MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St.
,
| Studley. president of the club.
Pilot William Wincapaw will make
Everything, with the exception of
LAWN MOWERS to sharpen and re Tel. 874-W._________________________ 40-tf
Mrs. Helen Wentworth of Rock two plane trips daily from Rocklar.d the churches and schools, are on day
pair. Prompt service Will call for and
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene
deliver. CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel. 791
land will be the soprano singer in the to Vinalhaven, commencing Friday, light saving time.
also 7 room single house on Knox
1 Rockland.____________________ ____ 47-tf ment.
St., gas and electricity. Apply at 12
Baptist Church quartet during the May 1.
Roland Starrett is in East Wilton
WARREN ST. Tel. 577,___________ 40-tf
TENANT
WANTED
for
5
room
tene

absence of Miss Mabelle Brown.
The first of the series of summer where he is empioyed on the State
ment on Grace St. CALL 630-W
39-tf
TENEMENT—north side of my house
' Raymond Greene will the director.
dances will be held at Town hall Sat highway.
»
on North Main St.. Large living room
Miss Rosa Teel spent Thursday in urday night by the “Fakers.”
with oak floor and fireplace, electric
Rodney McIntyre of East Warren
lights, dining room, kitchen, bathroom,
Boothbay as guest of Miss Lottie
V.H.S. Baseball Athletic Associa went to Boston Monday.
sleeping room, cellar, garage room. P. L.
Giles.
tion will present a moving picture it
Mrs. Emma Seavey has returned to
HAVENER. Phone 792._____________ 50-52
Warren Feyler. whose removal from Memorial hall Friday night. Tick Thomaston after spending the past
MAY 1 to let at 21 Purchase St., rent
; Knox street to the Vesper house on ets may be obtained from High School week with Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Rob
|^ *♦*•••-•••••••••♦• ••• ••*>♦••••••••••••••♦• Jf of five rooms, modern, cellar and shed.
Hyler street announced several days pupils.
inson.
GIRL wanted for general housework, Call at 41 FULTON ST. or Tel. 213-R.
49-tf
no codking. one to go home nights pre
1 ago was delayed, has now made the
Miss Ethel Young entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Erickson en
ferred. MRS. E. R*. BROCK. 25 State St.
MODERN 4-room apartment ln Thom
transfer.
friends at an impromptu party Tues tertained at cards last Thursday eve
52-54 aston to let. Garage If desired. MRS.
McLellan Gilchrest left for Boston day night in honor of her birthday ning, Miss Gertrude Antilla. Miss Ma
A. H. PILLSBURY. Tel. 593-R.
52-55
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted.
Wednesday morning by automobile, anniversary. A large decorated birth rion Neimi. Berley Calderwcod and
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms,
Apply MODERN PANTS CO.
52-54
I with his son Maurice as chauffeur, day cake and assorted ices were Eugene Calderwood, the last two be
at 49 Pleasant St. Adults only. Inquire
CARE OF LAWNS, washing windows LILLIAN BICKNELL, 82 Limerock St.
to consult a specialist.
served. She was the recipient of ing from Union.
and odd Jobs wanted. FLOYD RICH
z
52*54
The fair and sale by members of several gifts.
ARDSON. 65 Warren St. Tel. 7-M.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Copeland mo
BUNGALOW with five rooms, lights,
___________________49-tf
the Federated Church Wednesday
NCE MORE Atwater
Mrs. Emma Mills and mother Mrs. tored to Freeport Tuesday tc attenc
saves you
w kiud _
city water. Rent very reasonable. Apply
scrub a
WOMEN, whole or part time to take EVA AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293.
afternoon at the Congregational Aura Roberts, who have been spend the funeral services for Mrs. A. H.
Kent is FIRST—with
orders for made to measure knit dresses.
52*54
O woman ,* ““’JXvithout Ceding^
Church was well attended, about $50 ing the winter months in Boston and Clarke which were held there in the
agi ,
Two orders daily pays $18 to $36 weekly.
perfected use of the won
being realized. Tlie following ladies vicinity returned home Wednesday
FURNISHED apartment of two rooms
FRANK A. KIERMAN. Mattapan, (Bos
ibbed
afternoon. It will be remembered
family wash every
„h tobe scruboeu
and
private
bath.
TEL
211-M
or
900.
ton)
Mass.
51*53
had charge: General chairman. Mrs
Regular meeting of the Ladies of that Mrs. Clanke was a sister of the
derful new Pentode tube.
Wo clothes are sturdy e
tbread49-tf
R. O. Elliot: cooked food. Mrs. Lucy the G.A.R will be held Friday night late George Hanly.
LARGE NATIONALLY known concern
TENEMENT to let, seven rooms, bath
You’ve never before seen such
can place four men after May 1 in Knox
| Weston. Mrs. Harriet Hastings, Mrs at the G.A.R. rooms. Supper at 5.30.
Dr. Dana Newman has moved tc
and Lincoln Counties. Exceptional op room. electric lights and gas at 9 Union
Annie Willey; candy. Miss Edith
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett of Heron Augusta where he has a dental office
performance in a small set.
portunities.
Write BERNARD MOR SU Applv BENJAMIN MILLER. 26 Ran
52-54
RILL. general delivery, Camden, Maine kin St. Tel. 692-J.
! Lenfest; quilts and rugs. Mrs. Stew- Neck Light entertained at bridge Sat
Mrs. Elbert Starrett is visiting in
Come in and try tliis beauti
at
once.
51-52
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
1 art. Mrs. Webster; household linens urday night. Honors went to Mrs. Portland for a few days.
let,
gas.
toilet.
$6.50
week.
V.
F.
STUDful Golden Voiced Compact!
and children's dresses, Mrs. H. F Herbert Morton.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Gross anc
LEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080._________ 49-tt
Leach. Mrs. Edith Richards, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory were dauglV-er Glenys of Camden were
GARAGE to let. $4 month. V.
Howard Wcod; aprons. Mrs. Edith in Rockland Friday.
guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
Hathorn.,Mrs. Albert Mank.
49-tf
The poverty ball given Saturday Erickson. Miss Glenys remaining for
Mrs. Harrison Whitehill and Miss evening by the Village Improvement the weekend.
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let; fur;)
nished rooms by day or week. Modern
Martha Jones are visiting their sister Society at Town hall proved a very
A dental clinic for school children
47-tf
MARCELLING. 50c; shampooing. 50. conveniences. 10 LAUREL ST.
Mrs. Edwin Russell in West Somer successful affair, both socially and will be held under the direction of
Appointments a specialty. MADELYN
FOR RENT at 79 Union St.. City. Ideal
ville. Mass.
financially.
Prizes were awarded Miss Grace Lawrence at Glover hall
McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191.
50*55-tf location, 7-room rent, furnished, all
Mrs. Clara Matthews and Miss Mrs. Arthur Gilford and Miss Ethel next Monday. Tuesday and Wednes
upginu. -,,;ee„WhatDapp«
ROCK AND CEMENT work, cellar modern. Adults. Write MRS. MARY
[TUNE «N °»*m^TJation WCSH
Eells Matthews who have been visit Young. Miss Elsa Holmquist was the day. Dr. M. L. Stephenson of Union
walls built and repaired, lawn work, by- LUDWIG SKAY. Crawford Lake Farm.
47-tf
day
or contract. In town or out. BENj. Union, or Tel. 1174 Rockland.
ing Mrs. Floyd Benner in Augusta solo dancer. Music by the Fakers.
will be the dentist in charge.
L& Thurs. 5:3« r.
KNOWLTON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 608-W.
STORAGE for furniture and stoves.
returned home Sunday.
At the special town meeting held
Charles Hysler and Herbert Ken50-tf Also broken furniture repaired. J. H.
Among the latest arrivals from Tuesday night at Town hall. W. Adel niston are rebuilding the chimney at
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times MELVIN, 21 Gay St.. Rockland. Tel.
44-tf
Florida are Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden bert Smith was chosen moderator the Dudley Gouid rent on Buxton hill
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO 624-M.
and Miss Lucy Skinner.
47-tf
and received oath of office by Clerk
UPSTAIRS APT. to let. 12 Cedar St..
Tuesday morning the thermometer
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton O. P. Lyons. The second article, to registered 32 degrees, and ice was
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric 4 rooms, toilet, electric lights. Inquire
Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at MRS J. A. JAMESON, 40 North Main St.
have arrived home from Florida see if the town would raise $1000 to found in seme places. Residents
^.heranddbhp^
44-tf
moderate cost for your spring cleaning Tel. 456-R.
for tub
The captain states that it was a cold wards a permanent fund, was passed were treated to another taste of win
from HOUSE-SHEftMAN. INC., Electri
MODERN apartments to let. $14.50
The granuU^S.
and damp winter there and fires in over: third—to see if the town would ter in the form of a snow squall. The
cians. Phone 721, next to Ford Agency. per month up. See MIKE ARMATA at
51-tf Men s Shop, or call evenings 286-R. 44-tf
the houses and hotels were neces build a new school building, was leaves, however, are partly out and
PAPER HANGING. Painting and ma
FIVE ROOM tenement, lights, toilet,
sary. He brought home a coat of passed over; fourth—to see if the the fieldsd are quite green.
son work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY. gas. Vacant May 1. DR. BARTLETT.
i genuine Southern tan.
town would purchase the Lettie
Dana Smith. Sr., came home from
Contractor. Tel. 33-M.
45-tf
41-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sawyer who Moore estate for a school building, Portland Monday night and will make
SEEDS
FARM, DAIRY <md PCLITRY SUFFLIF.fi
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair good*
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
with tubes
I spent the weekend with his parents was passed over. Meeting adjourned. a short stay with his family here.
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel.
IB
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES 156-W.
: Mr. and Mrs. Truman Sawyer, have
41-tf
Miss Arlene Clifford, who is a
The budget committee of the Con
Tel.
519-J.
40-tf
j returned to Quincy, Mass.
teacher at South Weymouth. Mass., gregational Church are busy with i
_
—---------------------------- TO LET—5-room fiat, all modern. 23
MARCELLING^
AND^SHAMPOOING
by
Fulton
St.
Inquire
ROSE
PRESCOTT.
The birthday anniversary of arrived Tuesday for a week's vacation plans for painting the church.
” ' ”............ - SMALL. .1*8. 24Q Bro<aciWay,___
40-tf
appointment. KATHERINE
Charles M. Starrett, April 28, was ob' with her parents Rev. and Mrs P. J.
MAINE
PCRTLAYD
FEDERAL ond TEMPLE STS.,
Rev. H. I. Holt gave a talk to mem (05 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND Gay St. Tel. 737-M.
48-tf
served by the gathering of relatives Clifford.
bers of Mystic Rebekah Lodge and
931
_____ yi
It *•«••• •« «♦»••••••••«••• ♦•*••«••• ••• <•* ||
Telephone 745-W
at his home on Knox street. The
and repair your furniture at 2136 LIMEMarguerite Chapter, O.E.S . will Warren Lodge. I.O.O.F., Sunday eve
46-tf
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010
HEADQUARTERS FOR
40-tf
event was happily conceived and car hold regular meeting Monday night. ning. Much pleasure was also derived
ried out in a manner that brought Each member is requested to take a from the special music so carefully
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
HAND TOOLS FOR THE GARDEN | p’easure to all. Refreshments were filled May basket. Chairman of en prepared by the choir. It was unfor Whereas
*•**•*>•* n It
Isaac Berliawsky of Rockland
*•**•* 8t
»
j served, among w’hich was one of tertainment committee, Mrs. Alice tunate tiiat the inclemency of the n the County of Knox and State of »
CUTHBERT raspberry plants. $3 per
Maine,
by
hls
deed
of
mortgage
dated
Hand Trowels, Spades, Rakes, IIocs, etc., at popular
j Clara's checkerboard cakes. Tne Raymond.
weather kept some members from at the fifth day of November. A. D. 1925
100. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. 157 Talprices
1 guests were Mr. and Mrs. Sumner
bot Ave. Tel. 568-W._______________ 52-tf
md recorded ln the Registry of Deeds
Dr. R. H. Thompson, dentist, is ex tending.
for said Knox County. Book 208. pages It *•**•**•>••* -•- *♦-•••••.••.^.^.^•••••••1^
Whitney of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. pected May first.
The
Sunday
morning
r.
:
ject
at
the
FIVE-ROOM house for sale. Gleason
184 and 183. conveyed to me the under
SEEDS ...
St.. Thomaston, near The Creek, rent
Bion Whitney and daughter Carleen,
A meeting was held Friday night Bav’st Church will be "The Widen signed. the following described lot of
plan. $850. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
Mrs. Rodney Feyler and daughter at Firemen’s hall, the firemen and ing Horizon;” regular Sunday school land situate ln said Rockland, with
Vegetable and Flowcr^Secds of every description—in
Tel. 1080.
52-tf
Barbara and her guest, Miss Beverly Village Improvement Society uniting and Bible class directly following. buildings hereon, on the west side of S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
any quantity. A splendid assortment of QUALITY
standard utility stock.
Maine ac
SIX-ROOM house for sale, Georges St..
Main street hounded as follows:
Seeds. Known for their good deeds for three-quarters
Wellman.
in the interests of a Fourth of July Ch’.istian Endeavor at 6 o’clock. At
Bcelnnia at a point where a line credited. April 20 to May, 18c. after Thomaston, small payment down, price
Mrs Eva Marsh is at her home celebration. Some good plans are there will be a union sc vie ; of both drawn through the center of the middle May 1. small lots. 16c each. 500 or more $500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel.
of a century.
52-tf
Hatching eggs. Write or. 1080.
wall
of Rankin Block would touch said 15c each.
here after a long visit in Portland.
under wav which will include a big ck.UTches, Rev. H. I. Holt -peakcr.
phone E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel
ASK ABOUT SPECIAL FREE OFFERS!
ON GAY STREET PLACE, four-room
Rodney Feyler. son Richard. Henrv parade, ball game and ail night
The music committee of Rebekah street;
35-tl house
Thence N. 71 degrees and 30 minutes 13-42.
for sale, lights, garage, rent plan
Fales and Warren Feyler motored to cabaret in the net factory building. Lodge ir. working hard, planning
W through the center of said middle
BABY CHIX. Wyllle’s S.C. Reds. Bred $1250. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
NcW Bedford. Mass., Monday night, A general invitation is extended to food rale, scheduled for May 7, at wall sixty five (65) feet and nine (9) for eggs, type and color. State accred 1080.
FARM IMPLEMENTS
52-tf
inches to the outside rear wall of said ited for white diarrhoea. $18 a 100 post
arriving home at 3 a. m. Wednesday. anyone who would like to assist to ll.?il a m.
ELECTRIC RANGE for sale, also vio
Block;
for every need. Plows,
paid
for
April
21
and
28;
May
$16
for
XEHDALL&WIIITHEY’S
Mr. Fevler left again for Portland report to either Guy Snowman or
Thence N. 53 degrees and 45 minutes 500. $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100. Safe ar lin. ’cello, saxophone, flute, trombone,
Cultivators, Harrows,
W. twenty five (25) feet and nine (9) rival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE & SON. viola, guitar, piccolo, drums and traps.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Wednesday afternoon.
I^SI CATALOG,
Mrs. M. N. Chilles; advertising com
52-54
inches.
Spreaders, etc.
40-tj TEL. THOMASTON 105-11.
Dr. and Mrs. Day 'Ruby Wood mittee, F. F. Ames, Edward Ames,
St. George Lodge, I.O.O.F., accom
Thence N. 71 degrees W. fifteen (15) Thomaston. Me.. Route 1.
Standard makes . . .
SOFT COAL. $8 per ton; slabs. $5.50
cock) who have been practicing in Allie Lane. Evelvn Manson: finance. panied by Puritan Rebekah Lodge at feet;
per
cordtrucking
crushed
rock,
50c
per
it ton. TEL. 84-2 Thomaston.
Al Quality . . .
Thence N. 20 degrees W twenty two It
Dalton, Mo., are to locate in Harri H. H. Pelkey, Harry Young. G. C. tended church last Sunday morning
52*54
(22) feet and nine (9) Inches to stake
Pleasing prices!
son, Maine. It will be pleasing to Peasley. E. M. Conwav, Everett Bill when Rev. F. W. Barton delivered the and stones;
STRAWBERRY PLANTS—Howard 17
and Glen Mary. $1 per hundred. E. L.
Mrs. Day's many friends in Thomas ings. Stillman Osgood. Earl Calder, anniversary address. An impressive
Thence South about 56 degrees E
?
A
Anything in the Agricultural,
DAGGETT.
Union.
52*Th-58
about
forty
(40)
feet
to
the
center
of
a
ton to know this.
Dorothy Cassie, Evelyn Patrick. Gladys memorial service was conducted by
|^
dividing the two stores in It
Hairy, or Poultry Line
SEEDS-AGRICULTURAL
WOOD, fitted and dried under cover,
Mrs. E. L Montgomery has had a Coombs, Madeline Smith, Eleanor Sisters Mrs. Jemima Seavey. Mrs passageway
the
south
half
of
said
Block:
IMPLEMENTS
is in Our Line!
DOUBLETENEMENT housefor sale or $14 00 del. O. H. CRIE. Thomaston.
new covering of shingles laid on the Conway; parade committee. L E. Mildred Slingsby, Mrs. Harriet
Thence S. 71 degrees and 30 mlnuio.
51-tf
DAIRYamd POULTRY
E. through the center of said passage to let; electric lights, flush closet; ga Tel. 122-2.
roof of her garaee.
SUPPLIES
Williams, Ralph Brown, W. C. Wins Wheeler, Mrs. Maude Patterson and way seventy five (75) feet and nine (9) rage; garden. Inquire 5 TRINITY ST.
GLENWOOD. No. 12. double oven, six
Mrs. Weston PPtrie and daughter low. Joseph Headlev, Ada Creed, Mrs. Addie Erickson who. dressed in Inches to Main street:
51*53 cover stove with warming oven. Inquire
Thence N. 17>-i degrees F. by said
cf South Portland are at her old Carrie Cassie, Hilma Webster; sports, white, deposited a white pink in the
MUST BE SOLD at once 7 room house at COPPER KETTLE._______________ 51-53
street twenty seven (27) feet, more with bath, furnace, fine cement cellar,
home, West Main street, for a visit, Pred Chilles. Homer Grav. Roy Arey. vase in memory of the following Main
MORE of that rich black loam for sale,
PORTLAND
or less, to first bounds, toger’ier with all garage, near Pacific street. For quick also
This Free Catalog is a Great
nice cow dressing. W. W. BUTLER.
Mrs. Maria Prince is in town mak ■William Chilles, John Chilles. Fred members deceased the past year: Mrs rights ol' way belonging to said property sale price $1800. $500 down and balance
Guide. Write or call for your
Tel. 603-M Rockland.
51-56
ing her annual summer visit to her Geary. Wendall Smith. Roy Nicker Abbie Clark, Mrs. Emma Hooper excepting however the rights of way. If mortgage. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
copy today!
DYER
& HUGHES organ for sale cheap;
any. across the laud back of said Block.
Tel. 1080.
46-tf
daughter Mrs. Harriet Whitney.
Mrs.
Harriet
Morton,
Mrs.
Ros
son. Ernest Macintosh, Alex Christie,
fine tone, ln good................
condition 54
BRI
And Whereas the condition of said
..........
EW
Williams-Brazier Post Auxiliarj’ Kenneth Amiro, N. C. Sholes; dance Hupper, and Freddie Snow, after mortgage has been broken; now. there FARM for sale ln Lincolnville. 150 STER St.. City. Tel. 608-W.
50-tf
modern buildings, pastures, hay.
will hold another of their popular and booth, A. M. Cassie. Bruce which Mrs. Harriet Wheeler recited fore. by reason of breach of condition acres,
TWO 12-foot counter show cases for
I claim a foreclosure of said apple orchards, pulp wood, good market. sale; also six foot counters, meat bench
card parties May 8 in the Legion Grindle. Clyde Orcutt. Albert Osgood, Bryant's most noted poem' “Thana thereof
MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
mortgage.
and
second-hand furniture.
C. M.
St..
Camden.
Tel.
2597.
43-tf
rooms. Make reservations now from E. J. Clayter, Alex Christie. L. B. topsis," a study of nature. Mrs. Ma
Dated this twenty second day of April
COOK. 71 Tillson Ave.
50*55
A. D. 1931.
FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
the committee.
Dver. H. L. Coombs. O. C. Lane, Pearl bei Wilson and James Cant sang
FRESH SWEET CREAM BUTTER, for
AGNES SHAW BROWN.
and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS, 140 Tal
Fifield, Marion Sholes. Cora Bunker, duet. There was a large delegation
STATE OF MAINE
bot Ave. Tel. 711.
40-tf sale, light salted. 35c per lb. UNION
CREAMERY. UNION. Me.
47*52
April 22. 1931.
Mrs. Hattie Anne Dickey
Edith Smith. Abbie Hutchinson. of both orders present, considering Knox SS.
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
Personally
appeared
the
above
named
NEW CABIN CRUISER. 35 ft. long. 9
Hattie Anne, widow’ of John L. Doris Phillips. Ida Libby . Lillian the unfavorable weather and colds Agnes Shaw Brown and made oath that cottages for sale and rent, attractive
ft.
beam.
2
ft.
6
draft,
cabin
20
ft
long;
prices, Ideal loactlons. tea houses, and
Dickey, was born in Warren, daugh Libbv; fireworks, M. M. Leadbetter, which are prevalent in the com the foregoing statement by her signed shore
lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast good model for speed and rough water.
is true.
ter of Ezra M. and Bertha (Achorn) W. A. Smith, W. H. Ingerson, W. J. munity.
Maine.
40-tf Will be sold without motor. JOHN
IL.
8.1
JOHNSON, Isle au Haut. Me.
50*52
Naomi Chapter, O. E. S„ was well
Sidelinger. both of Waldoboro. Billings, Edward Ames.
Before me.
represented at a costume party in
• • • •
SEVERAL JOHNSON Outboard motors
Fiftv-four years ago she was married
RODNEY I THOMPSON
will toe sold at greatly reduced prices.
Notary Public.
Masonic hall last Monday evening 49-Th-55
to Mr. Dickev by w’hom she had five
A Pleasant Occasion
Call or send for description and prices.
Attics had bcen searched, but not in
children and after the death of her
PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO., LTD.
MAINE MUSIC STORE. Rockland.
Mrs. Ida Jones, formerly of Vinal vain by any means, for costumes of
London. England
49-54
husband she kept the family to haven, was given a surprise party
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
gether She had been in active life April 11 by her daughter Alta at all descriptions and ages were in evi Real Estate
8 H. P. INTERNATIONAL KEROSENE
............................... $ 228.578 90
for sale; also hangers, shafting
until about two years ago, since when their home on Clinton street. Los dence, furnishing much merriment Stocks and Bonds .................. 6.808.347 50 BUICK four passenger coupe. Master Engine
and pulleys. C. E. OVERLOCK. R. 2.
ln Offlce and Bank ....... 515.908 23 6. ln first class condition. Sell cheap for Warren.
she had made her home with her Angeles, Calif., to celebrate her 71st A pleasing program was given, at the Cash
Tel. 3-4.
47*52
cash.
Apply
at
27
ELM
ST.
Tel.
510
32
close of which Dr. and Mrs. I,each Agents’ Balances .................... 1.196.479
daughter Mrs. Guy Libby.
52-tf
450 00 Rockland.
DAHLIAS OF MERIT for sale, no In
birthday anniversary. Early in the were given a weekend case, the pres Bills Receivable ......................
Mrs. Dickey died April 27. Funeral afternoon guests began to arrive and
Interest and Rents .............. 106.601 25
1928 ESSEX COACH for sale. 2d series, ferior stock. Our selection: 15 each dif
services were held in the Methodist Mrs. Jones remarked how strange it entation being made by Miss Harriet All other Assets ................... — 158.537 82 four new tires. A-l condition. A bar ferent. labeled $1.10: 10 better ones, la
gain.
terms or trade. Write, call or beled $1.50; 15 mixed, not labeled, $1;
Long
in
her
usual
efficient
manner.
Church Wednesday. Rev. Hubert F. seemed to have so many friends call
Gross Assets ......................... $9,014,903 02 phone Union 18-2. ROLAND E. PAY- Postpaid 1st 3 zones. Send for price list.
Leach of the Federated Church offi ing on the same day. Later as more The response from both "Dr. and Deduct Items not admitted
334.961 67 SON. Bast Union.
51-53 MRS. A. I. PERRY. Willow Brook Dahlia
Gardens. Hope. Maine. Tel. 11-4.
47*53
ciating. The bearers were Robert and more came she saw that it was Nina” contained words of apprecia
Admitted ............................... $8,679,941 35
Libby. Guv Libby Jr.. Fred Libby, a previously arranged affair. A tion and friendly thought. Ice cream
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
$e ... ... ... ...... ... .........
Wcodburv Richards. Intetment was beautiful bouquet of purple iris and and cake were serve! by the worthy Net Unpaid Losses .................. $ 423.354 00
♦
matron and assistants. Three guests Unearned Premiums .............. 4,312,269 75
in the Thomaston cemetery.
All other Liabilities ..............
197.411 79
Copa
de
Oro
(cup
of
goldi
was
pre

Deceased is survived bv a son. Da sented to Mrs. Jones and a toast were present Mrs. Flora Allen of Deposit Capital ........................ 400.000 00
♦
vid O. Dickey of Marlboro. Mass- given by Mrs. Van Winkle of Van Portland chapter and Mr. and Mrs. Surplus over all Liabilities 3.346,905 81 ► EMBALMINGS ♦
♦
*•*
*•**•**•*•••
•••
•«.
* daughter Mrs. Guv Libbv of Thomas Nuys. Fruit punch was then served Wesley Ccmstcck of Rockland.
MOTOR
AMBULANCI
Total liabilities and surplus $8,679,941 35
The “Stars" shone bright, the rigs
ton, a sister Mrs. Frederick Barter of and all drank to Mrs. Jones' health
McDOUGALL-LADD CO., Agents.
46-TS.
were a sight, and all hearts were
If you have a cottage to let or
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
Massachusetts, eight grandsons and
and happiness. Tea was served on light, on that jolly good night.
desire summer boarders advertise the
served the families of Knox County
IMPERIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
two granddaughters.
fact
in this paper where thousands
the lawn under apricot trees laden
New York, N. Y.
will read of lt.
LADY ATTENDANT
with clusters of fruit, fig trees, roses
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds .................. $3,515,651 25
Day Tel. 450
781-1
and iris. English ivy over the veranda
POULTRYMEN
Cash in Office and Bank ....... 255.144 77
forming a charming background.
Agents’ Balances .................... 171,149 90
COTTAGE for sale or to let for season
BURPEE’S
ATTENTION!
Interest and Rents ..............
42,278 28
A pretty feature was presentation
at Cooper's Beach; 6 rooms, electric
All other Assets ........................
2,346 04
lights,
fireplace, nice water, garage; 10
of a handsomely decorated birthday
We Want Your
ROCKLAND, ME.
minutes from Rockland. MRS. L. E.
cake by Miss Alta to her mother who
Gross Assets ....................... $3,986,570 24
BLACKINGTON.
Tel. 178-R.
51-tf
LIVE POULTRY
Deduct items not admitted
58.659 65
cut and served it to her guests.
And Will Pay Highest Market
FURNISHED Cottage. Bayside. NorthStories,
poems
and
puzzles
were
en

REFRIGERATOR
Admitted ............................... $3,927,910 59
port. Me., to let. water, lights. Two mins,
Price
joyed and gifts presented to Mrs.
FOR SALE BY DEALERS GENERALLY
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
from P. O.. stores, tennis court and golf
Call or write and trucks will call. Net Unpaid Losses ................ $.. 119.447 00
links. A. W. GREGORY. 416 Main St..
‘
Jones
who
responded
graeiouslv.
as low as $179.50
ft"
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
Unearned
Premiums
............
1,171.774
57
Rockland.
49-tf
COHEN
BROS.
Many States were represented by
.CIGARS
All
other
Liabilities
..............
94,546
70
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
MAY 1 to let three furnished rooms,
those attending, including Tennessee,
PHONE
22S-M
Cash
Capital
...........................
1.000.000
00
30
Amazing
New
Improvements
REAR 456 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
modern. 21 Holmes St. Call at 41 FUL
WARREN, ME.
Surplus over all Liabilities 1.542,142 32
Maryland, Indiana. Maine. Minne
TON ST. or Tel. 213-R.
49-tf
Branch at Portland Rendering Co., Mfrs Portland
Telephone Warren 2-3
House-Sherman,. Inc. sota. Wyoming, Kansas, Illinois, and
SUMMER COTTAGE. Seven rooms,
Total
liabilities
and
surplus
$3,927,910
59
Reference:
Any
poultry
raiser
j one friend from Canada. There were
2-car garage at Owl’s Head, 3 miles from
ARTHUR L. ORNE. Agent.
Maine's finest.
109-tf
Rockland. To let f«r the season. NEL
417 Main St., Rockland. Me.
Authorized Majestic Dealer
20 persons in all at the po ty. in
SON B. COBB.
33-tf
4C-Th-52
Tel.
819W.
51-tf
cluding Mr. and Mrs. Mayna. J Jones

THOMASTON

Li Everybody’s Column

VINALHAV’EN

:

to let

*

j LOST AND FOUND •

9

WANTED

Golden Voiced

COMPACT

PENWSOE
TUBE

!

SITUATIONS

;

O

N

Atwater J
Kent

MISCELLANEOUS \

RADIO

COMPLETE

ll

5

Whitney

JOHN A. KARL

H ... ...

;

... ... ,

FOR SALE

: EGGS AND CHICKS;

REALESTATE

Don't
Chances?
^SMaincMade

PORTIA

ORGANIC

FERTILIZERS

read the courier-gazette want ads

!

AUTOMOBILES
1^ *•* ••• *•• *•• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• n

HAIEItAl UIUIU

Summer Cottages

;

is a floor
in your home?
Is a floor jusl a floor in your home—or is

it a source of real beauty? With a Fervak

rug placed upon it, it becomes a lovely

basis for an effective decorative scheme.

Colors to harmonize with your colorscheme. Authentic designs appropriate

for use with your furniture. Splendid

quality... for these are Bigelow-Sanford
rugs. Popular sizes. Moderate prices.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Carpet Department

IF MOTHER H IAR AW
TFIU.RAPH FLOWERS OK HER DAY
Mother’s Day brings an obligation we dare not
forget—for she expects your tribute. And though
she may lx* many miles away, you can make her
happy by letting ns telegraph your flowers—
swiftly, safely, and on time! It’s easy to do—and
inexpensive. Place your order today!

MOTHERS
DAY IS
fat/ it svifk MAY IOTH FLOWERS
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
“SILSBY’S”

371 Main Street

Rockland

QUALITY MEATS
At

LOWEST PRICES
A & P MARKET
ROCKLAND, ME.

462 MAIN ST.

Get the Habit of Buying Your Meats At the
A. & P. Market Where You Can Be Assured of
Receiving the Best At Lowest Possible Prices.
AH Meats Sold In This Market Are U. £. Gov
ernment Inspected.
THE
GREAT

Page Seven
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Every-Other-Day

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC COMPANY
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

THE DAY THE WORLD
WAS DOOMED . . .

Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Foster are
occupying thc apartment at 35 Lime- ;
rock street, over Dr. Scarlott's cffice.
Miss Marjorie Hupper has returned
from a visit in Massachusetts and
New York and has joined her mother
at The Lauriette. They will shortly
open their home at Tenant's Harbor
for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. George Moody are
In addition to personal notes regard-I Mrs. Rust Jackson of Norway is
nd a
'—
------ ‘ i the guest of her daughter, Mrs. occupying their cottage at Crescent
mg departures and
arrivals,
this ■*
department especially desires Information of |
’
___ __
. ®_,._v
Beach for the summer season.
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Cleveland Sleeper Jr., for the week.
Motes sent by mall or telephone will be
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike en
Mrs.
George
H.
Welch
was
hostess
Madly received.
tertained last evening at supper 27
TELEPHONE ........ . ................. 770 or 794-W to Chapin Class Tuesday evening.
A social evening was enjoyed, inter members of Ralph Ulmer Camp and
Auxiliary. It was a most enjoyable ,
Mrs. Fred Lindsey Jr., entertained spersed with plans for the activities occasion, Mr. and Mrs. Thorndike
the Chummy Club Tuesday evening of the 1931-32 season.
more than upholding their reputation
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Miss Gladys Blethen entertained for charming hospitality.
Lindsey Sr., Pleasant street. Honors at sewing Tuesday evening at her
Mr. and Mrs. William Sansom left !
in bridge were won by Mrs. Nathan home on Holmes street.
i L. Witham and Mrs. E. W. Freeman, I Mrs. Lena K. Sargent, Mrs. New Wednesday enroute for Philadelphia,
the prizes reflecting both the May ton Strickland, Mr. and Mrs. Ross via Bear Mountain Bridge. They will i
season and housecleaning time. Re Patterson of Rockport motored to be guests at the home of F. E. Taylor.
Glenside. Together with the Tay- !
freshments were served.
Bangor Monday where "Mrs. Sargent lors and friends from Philadelphia
Numerous friends called at the broadcast over Station WLBZ at they will visit New York. Mr. and i
home of Mr. and Mrs. James A. 8.30 in the “Cooperative
_
____
Review I
Sansom expect to be entertained
tV-i Yfnir,
ctrnnt Cun
3 having
—— T5Rockland
«-l r'zwnvnnnnia
_ ,I
Seavey on South
Main street
Sun- II period,
CommercialI Ii gt‘ ^ea^j"ng‘byK__
Mr."and____
”Mrs.™Ca'ri
day and helped them celebrate their college as her topic. Mrs. "
Sargent’.s Burkboyer and wlll visit the c0?]
sliver wedding anniversary in an 1 next broadcast will be Monday eve- mines. Returning to Philadelphia
appropriate manner. A wedding ! ning, May 4. between 8.15 and 8.45.
they will be guests of a group of
cake had a prominent place amid the
_.
.
, ..
.
decorations
I There were four tableS at the friends who have been summer guests
! bridge party Tuesday evening under at Crawford Pond for several season*.
Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden and Miss j the auspices of Auxiliary of Sons of The return home will be via Albany,
Lucy Skinner who have been at 1 union Veterans at Grand Army the Mohawk Trail and the White
Fruitland Park, Fia.. for the winter hall, with Mrs. Evie Perry as hostess. Mountains.
have arrived home and opened their 1 Honors were won by Mrs. I. J. Shu
house in Thomaston for the summer. man. I. J. Shuman. Arthur McCurdy
NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Basil H. Stinson is in Boston. and Mrs. Ernest Campbell.
With daylight time going into
The Tango Club is having its first
Mrs. E. L. Corser of Berkeley, Calif.,
who is making an extended visit meeting of the summer season today effect, with the Westport, and sum
mer visitors, the question stirring
I with relatives in Rockland and at the Chase Farm.
| Brooklin, is in Boston for three
Mrs. Hazel Atwood, president of many in North Haven for the days
( weeks, after which she will return to j the Rubinstein Club, requests that ahead is “When do we sleep?” The
Brooklin where she wili be until j each member of the executive board Westport now arrives, if on time, at
1 early in June.
j consider some place suitable for the 5.15 a. m. standard time, and leaves
at 4.15 p. m. or thereabouts.
The Tango Club was entertained I annual outing and report at a meetThe rain of Sunday was most wel
I Tuesday evening for bridge by Mrs. j>ng to be called early in May.
come. One may look now for a sud
| Hattie Davies. This meeting con- ■ Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper den explosion of Vegetation.
j eluded the winter season, marking I who have been with their daughter,
The sewer construction is now
j the finals in the bridge series in i Mrs. Samuel Levy, Granite street, for completed. This means another very
- which the gentlemen came out win- the winter, have returned td their valuable asset to North Haven and
i ners by a small margin. Dame ; home at South Thomaston for the houses along the way are fast mak
! Fortune has smiled on “said gentle- | summer. Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland ing connection. The labor has meant
men" for they have won both series gieeper, Jr. who have had an apart- much to local people who have been
[ which occupied thc season, thus being menl in the Harriet Frost house dur- employed.
: entitled to two dinners to be ten- jng the winter are returning to
The church school attendance is !
I dered by the ladies.
South Thomaston tomorrow.
maintaining its above 100 record.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Whitcomb of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall ar? April 5 it was 106; April 12, 103; April
West Medford, Mass., Hiram N. Pills- | spending the remainder of the week 19, 120; April 26, 115. This makes |
bury of Revere, Mass., Mrs. Edwin B. in Pittston, as guests of Mrs. Hall’s an average for the month of 112.
With a population of 475 in the 1930
Rollins of West Somerville, Mass., mother, Mrs. C. A. Marson.
and Dr. and Mrs. Charles L. Cragin
Holga Struckman was host to 24 census, if there is a church school in
of Portland who were called here by ! guests for a theatre party Tuesday the State anywhere that can offer a
the death of Mrs. Sarah 'Wentworth) evening, attending "Nothing But The better average of attendance in
Pillsbury have returned to their re- Truth,” presented by St. Bernard's comparison with the population than
spectlve homes.
Players at Park Theatre, after which North Haven we would like to know
where it is. The leaders in this at
An old and delightful custom is re- i supper and dancing at Trainer's were tendance effort, Alton Calderwood
vived in the May breakfast to be enjoyed. Favors were awarded tc and Albra Stone, are doing splendid
served by the Congregational ladies Miss Anna Richardson and Donald work and assistants to each one are
tomorrow morning from 6 to 10, af- Leach for having lucky numbers,
enthusiastic. Watch the attendance |
fording a change from the customary
The BPW Club has a bridge party next Sunday.
breakfast at home or at the restau- this evening at the rooms, with Mrs
North Haven Grange observed its J
rant. A delectable menu, to be Willis H. Anderson as hostess,
22nd anniversary Saturday evening
served a la carte, has been prepared.
Mr an(j Mrs. O. E. Wishman who with 16 of the 44 charter members
Edwin Libby Relief Corps has an- | have been in Boston for a few days, present, and several members from
Pleasant River Grange, Vinalhaven
nounced another public card party, | are expected to arrive home today,
the first attempt a few weeks ago j Mrs. Ella Lurvey's name was Supper was served at the close of the
having proved so popular and sue- omitted from those who attended the program.
The parsonage garage built by
cessful. The date of the second Maine annual conference of Methparty will be Friday evening. May 8. i odist Churches in Portland last week. Frank Beverage is completed and
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. meets ! Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer are now in use. It is a fine looking build
Monday afternoon at 2.30 at the home j making a week's visit in Dorchester, ing and adds much to the value of
of Mrs. Alice Karl, 50 Granite street. ! Mass., guests of Mrs. C. A. Thomas. the church properties. A vote of j
thanks was extended Monday night ■
It will be the annual meeting, with | with league baseball and a circus at
the business meeting to Henry
election of officers, and reports of I in view Willis was in a happy frame
Duncan for assistance in hanging the
the Continental Congress at Wash- * as he departed for The Hub
doors, and for some work done in thc I
ington will also be presented. Mrs. ! Roland Watson who has been parsonage.
Karl will be assisted by members of vjsiting his brother Raymond at The
Beginning today, Thursday. ’.
the executive board.
Highlands left Tuesday for New dental clinic is to be held at the
Miss Gladys Oliver was given a de- ' yo^ where he will join the steam- church rooms by L. M. Richardson,
lightful surprise party Monday eve- ship "Luckenback."
D S. of Rockland. If pleasant
ning at the home of her aunt. Mrs.
Mrs L R gmith, who has been weather the young people from the |
Maurice Wilson, Rankin street, in ob- ' vjsjtjng jn Boston was the guest of North East district will come first.
servance of her birthday. The sup- her uncle E Mont Perry Tuesday, If stormy those of the lowest grade in
per menu featured chicken salad, hot I enroute for her home in North the village district. The correspond-1
rolls, olives, cake and coffee, the cen- ; Haven
ent asked Miss Grace Lawrence of
ter of attraction being the beautiful'
Chcstef MerriU and the Maine Public Health Department
upon her recent visit if she could note
any comparison in the condition of [
the teeth of the boys and girls of j
North Haven, and those of other
Mr!. Em.rton GrcS Mr. .nd Mr,. '“f
Ravmond Stockwell, Miss Florence ' on her ret ,t? c'
daurfaer Mrs communities, inasmuch as for four i
Tuttle, Zenas Melvin, Walter Thurs- £
‘ 8 h
daughter' M ' years each spring this work has been '
regularly done here on the island, j
ton of Camden. Everett Maker. Miss Hazel Mason.
“Decidedly so,” she answered. "I '
Harriet Howard, Miss Vada Clukey j Mrs. George Carroll ana daughie» enjoyed so much seeing thc scholars .
Elaine and Florence motored with
and Miss Helen LaCrosse.
in the North Haven schools smile—so 1
I Capt. Arthur Hall to Boston. Mrs. many of them have such good teeth."
Carroll will visit her sister, Mrs. Ar- The clinic will begin on the arrival of
FRIDAY-SATURDAY 1 thur Bromley in Woburn, Mass. Capt. the Westport or at 7.30 and pupils are
Hall is in Boston on business.
asked to be prompt. The major part
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Dick, Mrs. Ella of the expense of this clinic is borne
! Hyland, Mrs. Eliza Plummer, Mrs by a generous friend of North Haven.
i Julia Huntley, Mrs. Laura Raniett
Mr. and Mrs. Marsters of New York
■ Mrs. Myra Watts and Mrs. Maud were visitors in this place Saturday.
Mather as members of Ralph Ulmer They occupy during July and August
I Camp Auxiliary motored to Portland the Noyes house. Mr. Marsters is
Tuesday and attended as special secretary of the American Tel. and
‘ guests inspection night of the Cum Tel. Co. Also Mr. and Mrs. William
berland Auxiliary of United Spanish Coolidge of Boston who occupy the
War Veterans. It was a most in Coolidge cottage visited the island.
Outside Death was waiting
teresting meeting, with several de All returned on the Westport Satur
—death in the form of a rival
partment officers present. A social day night.
gang and merciless machine
hour and refreshments were enjoyed
guns . . . Inside was the wom
Stone-Wood worth
an he loved and the man who
Let the People’s Laundry, Limerock
loved her . . . What did he do?
Irven E. Slone and Miss Bessie L,
street,
clean
your
rugs
and
carpets.
Meet his happiness or his
were united in marriage
Tel. 170—adv. ,
36-tf Woodworth
death?
by Rev. Henry F. Huse at the Bap
tist parsonage April 19. Both bride and
with
groom are popular North Haven
young people, graduates of thc High
LLOYD HUGHES
School. Accompanying the couple
LOLA LANE
Was the mother of the bride, Mrs.
Orrie A. Woodworth. The effective
LEO CARRILLO
and impressive double ring service
was used. Thursday morning Mr.
ADDED
and Mrs. Stone left for Rockland in
“OUR GANG COMEDY"
a private boat, and by automobile
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
journey to Colorado where they
For Business or Pleasure they
plan for the present to make their
home. The heartiest best wishes of
the community attend the young
couple.

'The Scenic Route to

JJOSTON

One secret of good health
is Electric Refrigeration
Science agrees that thc food you

cat should be kept at a tempera
ture under 50 degrees. An Electric
Refrigerator insures this in your

home. Its low cost makes it pos
sible for you to own one today.

Hooray! Home-made ice cream
for dinner. There’s a new zest
to meal times when you have an
Electric Refrigerator. Dozens of
new, delightful dishes can be
easily prepared — every one
bringing a cheer from the family.

O safeguard the family health you must keep

T

fresh and wholesome such foods as milk and
cream, better and eggs, meats and vegetables.
You can do it easily,conveniently, with an Electric
Refrigerator because the temperature, automati
cally controlled, insures food protection the
whole year around.
Leftovers are safely kept so that they may appear
later in new and savory dishes.

A convenient supplyofice cubes is always at hand.
Chilled and frozen desserts and salads,which per
haps you have never served before, are quickly
and easily made. If you expect guests in the
afternoon or for the evening meal you can pre
pare these cold dainties in the morning or ever,
the day before and they will be ready to serve
whenever you want them.
You may enjoy thecomfort of an Electric Refrig
erator at once. But a small amount down will bring
you the model of your choice today. Prices are
low and you may have ample time to pay.
Wherever Electric Refrigerators are sold you
will be gladly given a complete demonstration.

ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATION BUREAU

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc., Rockland
BURPEE FURNITURE CO., Rockland
LIME CITY SALES CORP., Rockland
There will be a chorus of 50 voices
with solos by Raymond Snow, Louise
Sherer, Steward Rhodes, Maurice
Miller, Lawrence Snow, Virginia
Noyes, “Chum" Crockett. Dorothy
Nutt, Earl Achorn. the latter singing
a song the words of which were com
posed by a local man. Burton C.
Richards, and the music by Clarence
A. Fish, popular director of the band.
The olio will consist of selections by

EASTERN FURNITURE CO., Rockland
CLINTON STAHL, Waldoboro
ROY GENTHNER, Waldoboro
A. T. THURSTON, Rockland

the band; baritone solo, “Chum’| Rummage sales are occupying the
Crockett; saxophone trio, Clough, attention of many of the local wom
Rhodes, Havener; a farce, “Little en’s organizations, activities always
Red School House,” with this cast: I accompanying the annual spring
Prof. Pickle Bolt, Earl Achorn; I house cleaning orgy. The latest is
Johnny Red, Raymond Snow; Willie , thnt of the Episcopal ladies, to be
Green, Douglas Davis; Ikie Gold- j held Saturday in the vacant store
next to Woolworth's, the doors to
silver, Lawrence Snow. A street pa open at 9.30 a. m. Mrs. Thomas Foley
rade will take place at 12 o'clock as chairman will be glad to arrange
to have articles called for.

THE FRIENDLY STORE

! At this low price
you should replace
your old with th's
[new coil spring and
'mattress—the last
word in sleeping
comfort.
EASY TERMS

EASTERN
SPECIAL
INNERSPRING
MATTRESS

Through a fortunate
purchase we are able
to offer this marvel
ous value! A full £9
coil spring. Full sizes
for doub'e bed, well
made and finished
and a comfortable
mot'.l ess made up in
a 70; 1 quality art
tick and closely tuft
ed.

The Ideal Way
K comfortable over-night sail

to Boston . . . Dine royally
. . . and leisurely . . . enjoy
a restful night's sleep in your
warm, airy stateroom . . .
Greet Boston Harbor in the
morning.

Most Fantastic War Story the Screen
Has Ever Told
From Graham Seton's Sensaticnal Novel

Brian Aherne

NOW SHOWING
“STRANGERS MAY KISS”
with
NORMA SHEARER
A Paramount Publix Theatre

Madeleine Carroll

For rnirvaliont appl)

Rockland Wharf.

Mighty Cast
NEWS
Chapter 1 “TIIE MYSTERY TROOPER”
NOW PLAYING—"3 GIRLS LOST"

Shows at
2.00, 6.45 and 8.45
Daylight

PAR
T»l. 409

Publix Theatre
Home of

Paramount
Piotures

S.S. BELFAST sails from Rockland
Wharf 8 p.m. Daylight SavingTimc.Tucs.,
Thurs., Sat. Arrives in Boston about 6 a.m.
the following morning.

Shows 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
Daylight Time
Tel. 892

’wiaSv

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES

ROCKPORT
Mrs. Elsie Gilbert, who teaches
at Waterbury, Conn., arrived home
Monday night to spend a week's va
cation with her mother, Mrs. Annie
J. Gardner.
The Nitsumsosum Club were en
tertained Mondav evening at the
home of Mrs. Hattie Spear.
Douglas Davis returned Sunday
from a visit of a few days with his
grandmother, Mrs. Sanford Hyler, in
Thomaston.
Miss Lillian Brann arrived home
Saturday to spend a vacation of one
week from her teaching duties at
Reading, Mass. She motored down
with her room-mate, Miss Irene
Richardson, who remained over
j night, thence proceeding Sunday to
i her home in Bangor.
Miss Mary Brann is confined to
her home on West street by a severe
cold.
Leslie C. Dean has bought the
former John Emlo house on Pleas
ant street.
A grand minstrel show under the
auspisss of Rockport High School
Band will be held Friday evening.

OPEN
AN
ACCOUNT

Eastern
283 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

This is a
Simmons
Bedding
Store
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SCOUTS TRIED HARD

Elimination Contest Tuesday
Night Found Troop 6 An
. Easy Winner
The district elimination rally for ■
Boy Scouts at the High School
gymnasium Tuesday night saw sharp
competition.
In event 1, flint and steel firemak-!
ing two boys attempted to make a
flame and failed.
The next event, fire by friction, was 1
captured by Paul Morgan of Troop
10. The following boys tried their
luck but failed to get second place: i
John Karl, Troop 6; Raymond Jor- 1

dan, Troop 3; Edw. Peaslee, Troop 3;
Howard Chase, Troop 2. Morgan
succeeded in making a blaze in 26
seconds.
Individual knot tying, the third
event, was won by Winfield Chatto;
Percy Young 2d, both of Troop 2.
Other Scouts who participated in this
event were: Emery, Ladd and Glover
of Troop 6. Lord and White of Troop
3, Day and Hoffses of Troop 10, also
Staples, of Troop 2.
Event four was taken by Scouts of
Troop 6 who were the only ones to
take part. Bugling contest was won
by Scout Spear; Scout Merritt of
Troop 6 2d. The same was true in
the drumming contest won by Allen,
Hodgkins, 2d, both of Troop 6.
R Morgan and P. Morgan of Troop

1825—KNOX COUNTY’S OLDEST BANK—1931

10 finished first in Morse signalling
contest. They were assisted by the
Upham boys; Chatto and Britt of
Troop 2 were second, ’assisted by
Staples and Spofford.
Semaphore signalling contest was
taken by Troop 6 having the follow
ing team: Allen, Glover, Hellier and
Spear. No second place was awarded,
although Staples and Young of Troop
j 2 tried their luck. They were assist
ed by two other Scouts. In first aid
■ first place was given to Young. Gamage and Chase of Troop 2; Spear,
Hellier and Merritt of Troop 6 were
second. One other team participated
—Britt. Staples and Anderson.
Pinal score—Troop 10, 10 points:
Troop 2. 11 points; Troop 6. 29 points.
The winners of first and second
place in each event are eligible to
take part in the Portland rgllv.
The judges were Mr. Bowden. J.
E. Blaisdell, and A. L. Whittemore,
with Coach Heal as timer. Scout
masters Gilbert. Kimball and Assist
ant Scoutmaster Paul Morgan assist
ed
The rally was opened with assembly
and To the Colors by Bugler Spear,
followed by a flag salute and Scout
oath. The closing exercises con
sisted of Scout laws and Scoutmas
ter’s benediction. Because of lack
of time the forestry slides will be
kept until a later date.

STEAMER SERVICE
Town of Islesboro Subsidizes
Eastern Boat In Order Not
To Be Without It
Determined to have steamboat
connection with Rockland this sum
mer, the voters of Islesboro went on
record Tuesday, 99 to 45. as being in
favor of raising $3000 for that pur
pose The Pemaquid has been with
drawn from the route by the Maine
Central Railroad because the re

VINALHAVEN 4 ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

The All-Mighty Dollar

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leavea Swan's Ialana at 5.30
AM. Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25
Vinalhaven 815. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leavea Rockland at 130 P M.
Vinalhaven 2 <5. North Haven 330. Ston
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan'a
Island about 6 00 P M.

ceipts were so much smaller than the
expenses.
After the decision of the railroad
people was made public the Village
Improvement Association went into
session with officials of the Eastern
Steamship Co., who agree to operate
a small steamboat on practically the
same schedule as that used by the
railroad, if the company could be
assured against loss.
To raise the necessary amount tax
rates in Islesboro will be increased a
trifle more than a half a cent. The
greater part of pie amount will come
from taxes paid by non-residents,

those owning summer homes here
which are occupied only a few weeks
during the summer season. The
service will be Inaugurated June 20
and continue until Sept. 20.
Islesboro may be one of the ports
of call for ships of the newly organ
ized airline, which will operate out
of Rockland this summer. Already
arrangements have been made for
three islands in Penobscot Bay to be
included in the line's route and offi
cers of the line are agitating the
question among Islesboro residents,
many of whom have reacted favor
ably to the idea.

years took great pride in his oxen.
He was a kind neighbor and friend
and will be missed by all who knew
him. Besides a son, the deceased is
survived by two grandsons, Joseph
and Wesley.
Funeral services were held Sunday
afternoon. Rev. George F. Currier of
the Rockport Baptist Church offici
ating and interment in West Rockport
cemetery.

EDWIN A. MORTON

Edwin Andrew Morton, 78. a life
long resident of Simonton, died at j
the home of his son. Clifford W. Mor- ■
ton, April 25, following a brief illness (
of cerebral hemorrhage and pneu- '
monia.
He was born Dec. 23, 1852, son of
the late Levi and Sophia (Rollins i
Morton. He was married July 26,
1873, to Sarah Emma Allenwood of I
Camden, who died Feb 21, 1875. One
Avoid spring housecleaning work.
son was born of this union.
There are many ways the People’s
Mr. Morton devoted nearly all his Laundry can help you. Telephone
life to farming and in his earlier 170.—adv.
36-tf

EASTERN—THE FRIENDLY STORE

Giant Factory Close Out of
Living Room Suites!

B. H. STINSON. General Agent.

143-tf

You see it here, sitting on top of the
world, the standard of monetary value,
and the solution of almost any of the more
common problems of life. Don t despise
the dollar, respect it for what it is worth
and what it will accomplish. Make sure
that you will always be able to call on the
all-mighty dollar whenever you might need
financial aid. To be sure that you can do
this, build up a reserve fund of dollars by
making regular deposits in a savings ac
count at this bank. Start next pay day.

THOMASTON NATIONAL

BANK
Thomaston, Maine
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
financial Institutions. Inc. ls a Ma ne corporation owning a ma)orltj
of the Capital Stock of 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $90 000 000 Over 85 per cent c>f the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. Is owned by Mai ne capital and the corporation ls
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
ln banking and financial operation.

Carolina Woman

Lost 47 Lbs.
In 3 Months and
Feels Years Younger
"I have been taking Kruschen Salts
for nearly 3 months. I have con
tinued taking one teaspoonful in warm
water every morning. I then weighed
217 pounds, was always bothered with
pains in my back and lower part of
abdomen and sides.
“Now I am glad to say I am a well
woman, feel much stronger, years
vounger and my weight is 170 pounds.
I do not only feel better but I look
better, so all my friends say.
T shall never be without Kruschen
Salta, w'll never cease taking my dally
dose and more than Klad to highly rec
ommend It for the great good that ls ln
It." Mrs. S. A. Solomon. New Bern. N.
C Jan. 1930 " "P. S You may think I'
am exaggerating by writing such a long ‘
letter but truly I feel so Indebted to you i
for putting out such wonderful salts
that I cannot say enough '
A bottle of Kruschen Salts that lasts
4 weeks costs but 85 cents at David L.
McCarty's and druggists the world over
Take one half teaspoon in a class of hot
water every morning before breakfast.
Attention to diet will help—cut out
pastry and fatty meats—go light on po
tatoes. butter, cream and sugar—the
Kruschen way ls the safe way to lose
fat Try cne bottle and if not joyfully
satisfied—money back

The Factory never intended such a Bargain
We have never seen such a remarkably constructed suite for $109.

Just read these

features and you will agree with us—Mohair, spring construction throughout, reversi

ble cushions, button tufted soft.
chair.

All 3 pieces, Sofa, Club chair, and

Bunny back

It’s sensational

Easy Term*

• • • Out of a
Spotless Service Record comes

YEAR

GUARANTEE
and New Low Prices

$169

Genuine Walnut

Thrift Priced! Any 7 Pieces

Veneer Suite

Hede’s a bedroom suite of the most recent design—one that
wjll add much attractiveness to any bedroom. Selected
walnut veneers, fashionable carvings and overlays, dust
proof construction. A suite worth many times this sale
price.

Mail in Your Order if You Cannot Attend.

109
Easy Terms

We’ve seen thousands of dining room suites, but none to
equal this bargain. Now priced within the reach of all.
Constructed with walnut veneers aud American gunnvood.
Oblong table, large buffet, china, server, 1 host chair and
5 side chairs. Your choice—any 7 pieces.

Mail order customer* enjoy buying at Eastern’s
Visit our Koehler Parlor Furniture Section $150 to $650

79
Easy Term*

ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR what her General Electric
TV Refrigerator has cost in service expense over

thc past few years.
Multiply her answer a million times and you will know
whv General Electric now protects each purchaser of
a General Electric Refrigerator with an uncpialified
3 Year Guarantee.

choosing a General Electric now, you obtain new
d important advancements af the lowest prices in
neral Electric history.

We invite you to check the basic values in the General
Electric Refrigerator.. . from the time-tested hermeti
cally scaled Monitor Top mechanism, to the rugged
all-steel cabinet . . . built for a lifetime of use. New
refinements include sliding shelves, vitreous porce
lain lining that resists fruit acids, new finger-tip door
latches and numerous other features.

Handsome! All 4 Pieces
We need the space or we would never
sell this suite so low. Four pieces . . .
dresser, chest, vanity, and bed. Of wal
nut veneers combined with gumwood.
Sale priced at.....................................................

Now . . . more than ever . . . you can
afford a General Electric in your home.
JSJSJSo.J'

. $ "1B XY

Down payments ox low as .
{with two whole years to pay}

Join us in the General Electric Program, broadcast every Saturday evening, on a nation-wide N.B.C. network.

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC
ALL-STEEL REFRIGERATOR
DOMESTIC. APARTMENT H«H SI. KM) COMMKRCIAJ. H E F R I G F. R ATO R S —E L EC T R I C WATER COOLERS

at any

Central Maine Power Co.
zsr

store

LIBERAL
Trade-In Allowance

This Is a
Mohawk
Rug
Store

5

Priced for Fast Selling
Just 25 of these suites to be sold—not
just an everyday offer—it’s an exception
al value. Covered with velour of striking
two-toned etfect. Spring construction.
Soft, Club, Bunny back chair.

Eastern* s Is A
V
Simmons lledding Store

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Reed Sets Now at About
We positively must have the space
. therefore . . . SMASH goes
tlie price. Remember there are no
“Has-Beens”—every piece fresli and
new. While thev last at.......................

EASY TERMS
at The Friendly Store

This Is A
Simmons
Bedding
Store

